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THE TAX SIDE OF PENSION PLANNING
by JOSEPH P. McNAMARA,
Assistant General Counsel,
Bridgeport Brass Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

The writer of this article reviews an important side of a popular
subject. The principal requirements of the internal revenue code
and bureau regulations which must be met if contributions to plans
are to be deductible for tax purposes, are commented upon and
the relationship which qualified company pension plans must have
to Federal social security benefits, when provided as supplementary thereto, receive treatment. Attention i s called to points on
which broadly applicable rulings do not as yet exist.
corporate executives these days are as round - shouldered
M ANY
as bumble bees for the simple but valid reason that they are
toting text books on pension planning. In this article consideration is limited to the tax facets of employee pension planning in
the hope of clarifying points in that particular area.
Rise and Current Vogue of Pension Plans
Historically, pension plans are not a new phenomenon. There
is a record of such a plan in this country as early as 1794 and a
number of the plans now in existence trace their origin to the nineteenth century. Employee benefit trusts were placed in a favored
tax position as early as 1 9 2 1 . However, it is fair to say that it has
been only within the past decade that really widespread interest has
developed in this field. As so frequently occurs, that which had
been looked upon as a privilege of a few began to be demanded as
the right of the many. Today there are many thousands of pension
plans in operation and in the foreseeable future millions more employees will be made the beneficiaries of some form of pension
plan.
The establishment of pension plans for the benefit of employees generally is considered to be in the public interest. Congress has encouraged the creation of such plans by granting tax
advantages of substantial value to both employers and employees
when the vehicles utilized in the plans meet certain standards set
up as a condition of tax exemption. Plans meeting these standards
are commonly referred to as qualified trusts or plans.
In short, one of the expenses which is now generally considered
as a cost of doing business in our modern industrial society is the
1319
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cost of retiring on a pension those workers who have devoted all
or a substantial portion of their productive years to the business
of the company. Practically all companies now shoulder such costs
in one way or another. Very few organizations of any considerable size today will turn a long -time employee into the street without resources when he can no longer work. The difference lies
largely in the fact that some companies make advance provision
for such expenses while others meet them at the time they arise.

in

The Tax Benefit Picture
Taking the long view, a qualified pension plan is the cheapest
way of doing something for the employee when he retires after
long years of service. In the first place, there are tax advantages
of so substantial a nature that few employers can afford not to
qualify their plans. It is true that payments made by way of retirement benefits under a pay -as- you -go system may reduce the
employer's taxes when paid and that the tax advantages with respect to the primary amount set aside for employees' pensions are
not so obvious. However, it is obvious that, in the case of payments provided wholly on or after retirement, there is no way of
relating this cost to the earnings of the business to which the employee contributed and the true earnings are, to that extent, distorted not once but in two different and widely separated periods.
The tax advantages which are most worthy of notice, accrue
largely with respect to the money earned by the fund set aside
periodically for the pension plan. The internal revenue laws prothe case of a qualified pension plan, not only for tax devide,
ductions for the principal payments to the fund, but also entirely
exempt the earnings of such funds from taxation. The importance
of this provision becomes at once apparent when it is noted that a
dollar invested at two per cent compound interest will double itself
in thirty -five years. These tax - exempt earnings, then, over the
working life of an employee will provide a truly substantial part
of his pension.
As an added incentive to the establishment of qualified pension
plans, Congress has allowed the deduction of the contributions by
the employer and has exempted the earnings from taxation without exacting a current tax from the employee upon the amount
credited to him. The tax which the employee will be required to
pay in later years when he actually receives the money, is computed
in a manner most favorable to him.
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A Word About Kinds of Pension Plans
A qualified pension plan need not be of any specified type. In
fact, in order to be of maximum benefit in any situation, a pension
plan should be "tailor- made" to fit conditions and may partake of
characteristics of several types of plans. With respect to the manner in which employer contributions are paid in, plans generally
fall into two types: ( t ) those contemplating fixed annual contributions and (z ) profit- sharing plans. A third type sometimes discussed in this connection is the stock bonus type which contemplates the distribution of stock to participants, but these plans do
not actually constitute pensions plans unless they also provide for
annuity or pension features in which case they will, to that extent,
be encompassed in one of the two first mentioned types.
With respect to the manner in which the funds are administered,
a number of classifications arise. Plans may be self- administered,
i.e., by trustees who manage and invest the funds and carry out
the terms of the trust, or they may be used for the purchase of insurance which may be any one of several kinds or combinations
of them, or they may be designed so as to include some features
of both of these types. In any case, if the trust or plan is a qualified one, the earnings of the trust are tax exempt, and it is not
within the province of this discussion to describe them in greater
detail.
With respect to the manner of the disbursement of the funds, a
still greater variety of situations may arise. The plan may provide
for pension payments alone, for any type of incidental disability
or sickness benefits, for life insurance, for sums in cash or, in the
case of some insured trusts, for individual annuity policies or insurance contracts of various kinds as specified in the plan. The
tax consequences to the employee will be discussed generally, since
certain general rules apply to all such situations.
Qualifying the Plan Under Law and Regulations
The legal problems incident to the establishment of a qualified
pension plan are, in many respects, unique. The average business
organization may frequently have to consider contracts of employment running for perhaps a year at a time or leases effective for a
few years, but a pension program may well continue for a century
or more. Therefore, the planning of such a program requires a
consideration of every possible sort of contingency, such as war,
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inflation, deflation, changes in the law, etc. The trust must comply
with legal requirements for safety and, in addition, certain tax
problems arise.
One of the aspects of the matter which is of interest to accountants is the different treatment required for tax purposes of reserves for pension funds as compared with depreciation reserves.
The latter need not be funded. In the case of pension reserves,
however, in order for amounts to be deductible, the funds must be
in fact set aside or paid over to an insurance company for the purchase of an annuity, or similarly segregated.
Since the employer's contributions to the pension plan are deductible for tax purposes only if the plan is qualified within the
meaning of the statute, meeting the requirements for qualification
is one of the immediate and paramount considerations to be dealt
with in the planning and establishment of pension trusts. The
several requirements of the Internal Revenue Code at Section
165(a) are set out below and, after each, a brief discussion of its
effect is given.
There must be a trust, contract, or other legally binding arrangement, which is part of a stock bonus, pension, or profit - sharing
plan. A reserve set up by an employer on his books does not constitute a trust within the meaning of the law. (Drayton & Comm.
go F2 767, CCA 8 1937, Coxton Printers Ltd., 27 BTA i m o :
Merrill Trust Co. 21 BTA 14og). While an informal written instrument specifying with reasonable certainty the contributions, the
objects, and the beneficiaries would probably be upheld, the subject
is one which deserves the most careful draftsmanship.
While the statute, itself, does not define "stock bonus, pension
or profit- sharing" the regulations (Reg. 111, 29, 165-1 ) provide
that a pension trust means a trust "to provide definite actuarially
determinable benefits ... to be paid over a period of years, generally for life, after retirement of employees, based on service
prior to retirement, but death and severance payments which do
not exceed the accumulated reserve may be included. A profit sharing plan is defined in the regulations as "a plan established
and maintained by an employer to provide for the participation in
his profits by his employees or their beneficiaries, based on a definite predetermined formula for determining the profits to be
shared and a definite predetermined formula for distributing the
funds accumulated under the plan after a fixed number of years,
the attainment of a stated age, or upon the prior occurrence of
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some event such as illness, disability, retirement, death or severance of employment." It would seem advisable to restrict the provisions of any plan so that no more than incidental health, accident and other such benefits are provided.
The term "plan' is defined in the same regulation to mean "a
permanent as distinguished from a temporary program" and, although an employer may reserve the right to change or terminate
the plan and discontinue contributions thereto, if the plan is abandoned for any cause other than business necessity within a few
years after establishment, this act will be taken as evidence that it
was not a bona fide program from its inception, for the exclusive
benefit of employees.
The plan must be for the exclusive benefit of the employees or
their beneficiaries—Because of the very considerable tax advantages extended by law to pension plans, there might exist the
temptation to employ this .method of effecting tax -free distributions of income. A pension trust for stockholders, for example, if
allowed, would amount to an indirect tax -free dividend to stockholders. By way of preventing this or any such circumventions of
the social purposes which justify the tax exemption, the law requires the plan to be for the exclusive benefit of employees or their
beneficiaries. Under this provision, a plan may cover past as well
as present employees and may include employees on temporary
leave, such as military leave.
It must be impossible for the funds of the trust to be diverted
from these benefits to any other purpose— Briefly stated, the "non diversion' rule requires, as a condition of tax exemption, that no
part of the trust fund, principal or interest, can be diverted to or
used for any other person or persons than those for whom the
trust was intended. The effect of this rule is to prevent the employer from receiving back any money paid to the trustee, even if
it was an over - payment, and it prevents the employer from using
the trust funds to provide benefits different from those for which
the trust was created.
The rule does not, however, prevent the plan from containing
provisions for the selection of employees, termination of employment, amendment of administrative or investment provisions, or
for termination of the plan.
The trust must include a certain minimum of personnel and
must not discriminate in favor of officers, stockholders, supervisory personnel or highly paid employees —In 1942, amendments
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were made to the Internal Revenue Code which set up certain requirements as to the employees covered by a plan, as a condition
of tax exemption. The purpose of these amendments was to prevent the use of pension plans for a few highly paid employees,
who were often stockholders, as a tax avoidance scheme. The law
now provides two alternative rules for determining whether the
coverage of the plan meets the purposes of the law. The first of
these is known as the "arbitrary" rule, and the second as the "discretionary" rule.
The Question of Restricted Coverage
The arbitrary rattle provides that an employer, in arriving at the
minimum number of eligible employees, may first exclude, if he
chooses,
i. Those persons who have not been in his employ five years
or more (or some lesser period).
a. Those who are customarily employed for not more than
twenty hours a week or for not more than five months in
any calendar year.
Of those remaining, seventy per cent must be included (or at
least permitted to become eligible) and at least eighty per cent of
the eligibles must join if the plan is to qualify. The effect of this
Wile is to set as a minimum the inclusion of fifty-six per cent of
the employees, not considering those with insufficient periods of
employment. One of the purposes of the requirement, which seems
confusing on its face, is to prevent employers from ostensibly offering a contributory pension plan to a large proportion of their
employees but requiring such substantial contributions as to limit
the coverage in practice to only the highest paid employees. Relatively few plans are offered in conformity with the arbitrary rule.
Most are presented for the approval of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue under the discretionary rule.
The discretionary rule is that under which the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue may approve any classification of eligibles set
up by an employer which does not discriminate in favor of employees who are officers, stockholders, supervisory employees, or
highly paid employees. Many of the plans which have been approved under this provision have covered far less than fifty -six
per cent of the employees. Some plans covering as few as ten
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per cent have, in fact, received approval. Some have been limited
to male employees, others to employees above a certain age ( such
as thirty or thirty -five) on the theory that pensions do not mean
much to younger employees or that the turnover among the
younger employees is too high. Some plans have covered only
salaried employees as distinct from wage earners. Still others have
qualified while covering only those employees not covered by collective bargaining agreements or employees at a certain plant or
division or employees earning over $3 ,0 00 a year.
An example of the manner in which his authority is interpreted
by the Commissioner in this respect, may be afforded by a plan
limited to salaried employees with at least five years of service and
earning over $3,000 a year which, in the particular instance, covered only about ten per cent of the employees. It was approved.
It is not to be concluded that the types of plans set out here as examples are the only ones permitted. A great deal depends upon
the facts in each case and upon the attitude of the local internal
revenue agent in charge or of those to whom he has delegated this
responsibility.
How to Go About Qualifying a Pension Plan
The first step to be taken in qualifying a pension plan is to submit to the Pension Trust Division of the Income Tax Unit of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, at Washington, D. C., the information required by the provisions of section 29.23 (p) 2 of Regulations i 1 i, as amended effective December q, 1948, attaching such
data to a copy of the documents evidencing the plan and trust.
Upon receipt of these documents and data, the division will index
it, acknowledge receipt to the taxpayer, and transmit the papers
to the local Internal Revenue Agency Division for processing.
After examination, the local revenue agent will, if he finds the plan
acceptable, issue a ruling letter holding the plan to be qualified
within the purview of Sec. 165(a), conditioned on the correctness
of the facts as submitted. The trustee of the trust may then request and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue will usually issue,
a ruling to the trustee, holding the trust to be a qualified exempt
trust within the meaning of Section 165 (a), based upon the ruling
letter of the local agent.
If, on the other hand, the local revenue agent should entertain
any serious doubts about any provision of the plan as submitted, he
will notify the taxpayer to confer with him concerning it. If the
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taxpayer is able to meet the agent's objections or remove his
doubts, the ruling letter will issue. If not, he may be able to so
amend his plan and the documents as to remove the obstacles to its
qualification and thus obtain a favorable ruling. If this cannot be
done, then a ruling letter holding the plan not to be qualified and
exempt will issue. Such a ruling may be litigated in the courts in
connection with the determination of tax liability under the appropriate return, in the usual course of tax litigation.
Supporting the Pension Contribution Deduction In Tax Return
The Federal income tax return of the taxpayer must contain
certain information set out in section 29.2 3 (p ) 2 of Regulations
III, in order to sustain the deduction of contributions. These requirements, briefly stated, are as follows:
i . (Applicable to initial year only.) Verified copies of documents and policies must be furnished.
2.

Statements outlining plan and any amendments, including
date of announcement to employees.

3. Tabulation of data with respect to twenty-five highest
paid employees, including contributions, benefits, compensation, etc.
4. Schedule of employees eligible and ineligible under the
plan, and the reasons therefor.
5. Balance sheet of trust.
6. If a pension or annuity plan, the actuarial assumptions,
factors, etc.
7. Statement of payments made and justification of deductions under the statute.
Private Plans May Begin Where Social Security Leaves Off
Employers generally are vitally interested in the extent to which
a private pension plan may be integrated with the benefits of the
Federal social security act. Legislation now before Congress to
increase the benefits and broaden the coverage of the Federal law
heightens that interest. It may be stated as a general proposition
that efforts to avoid duplicating the Federal benefits will not, of
themselves, render a plan discriminatory. As an example, a plan
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will

which granted every qualified employee a pension of forty per cent
of his salary, minus whatever retirement benefits he might receive
under social security, has been held to be valid. This type of plan
has the advantage of adjusting, itself, automatically for future increases in social security benefits. Similarly, a plan may provide
benefits in the amount of one per cent of average compensation per
year of coverage, less whatever social security benefits the participant receives.
Such plans, of course, have the disadvantage that it is impossible to calculate future costs with certainty, due to the fact that
no one can anticipate exactly what social security benefits
amount to at any future time. However, it is possible, by the use
of certain approved formulas, to base both contributions and benefits on certain assumptions as to future social security benefits.
Private pensions may be integrated with social security benefits
by providing private benefits beginning with earnings at the $3,000
a year level where social security benefits cease. The Federal benefits are based on earnings up to $3,000, and, under such a plan as
this, the private plan may be made effective only to the extent that
earnings execeed $3,000. Such plans have been approved by the
Commissioner, but he has been vigilant in granting approval only
to plans providing benefits which he considers comparable to social
security payments.
As to what is regarded as "comparable" to social security, several formulas have been prescribed by the Commissioner. The social security annuity (one and one -half times the primary insurance benefit) of a $3,000 a year employee is $ 7 2 0 plus an addi1936. For
tional $7.20 for each year of covered employment after
retirement in 19 7 9 ( 42 years under the social security act) the annuity would compute to $ 7 2 0 plus ( 4 2 x 7.2 0) or $1,022.40.
However, the present law limits the social security annuity to
$3,000 rate of pay. Thus, the
$1,020,
or 3 4 per cent of the annual
$3,000
a year employee may be exsocial security annuity for a
pressed as equal to twenty -four per cent of average annual pay
plus an additional .24 per cent of average annual pay for each
year of employment after 1936. For retirement on January 1,
5)
(.25%
1942, this formula becomes twenty-four per cent plus
x
%. For all practical purposes, this formula may be exor 25.2
pressed as twenty -five per cent of salary plus one - fourth per cent
times years of service. A plan providing benefits in this formula
for employees earnings over $3, 000 a year may qualify but only
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if it is limited to employees having at least fifteen years of service
on retirement. For employees with shorter service, on retirement,
the benefits must be reduced in proportion to their years of service
divided by fifteen. The formula which has been described in this
paragraph is the so- called twenty -five plus one - fourth formula.
It is also considered to be a comparable feature if a plan for
$3,00o a year and over employees provides a pension based on annual earnings in excess of $3,000, according to the following formula: three- fourths per cent for each year of service prior to the
start of the plan and one per cent for each subsequent year. This
is known as the three - fourths and one per cent formula.
If a plan for $3,00o and over employees provides for service
credits on a percentage basis higher than three - fourths and one per
cent, it will qualify only if, first, it is provided that each employee's
annuity may not exceed twenty -five per cent of his average earnings in excess of $3, 000 over a period of ten years or more plus
one - fourth per cent for each year of service after 1941 or, second,
that credit is given for so few years of service that the employee's
total pension on such earnings will not exceed the amount which
would result from the application of the twenty -five per cent plus
one - fourth formula.
Sundry Questions: Multiple Plans, Overtime Pay, Affiliates
It may be noted that an employer may have as many pension
plans as he may desire. He may have a separate plan for each
plant which he operates. He may have a plan covering male employees and another for female employees. It is not necessary for
each trust to comply with the terms of Sec. 165(a) in order to
obtain tax exemption. It is sufficient if the trust alone, or in conjunction with two or more trusts, or the trust or trusts and plan or
plans, designated by the employer as constituting parts of "a plan"
intended to qualify under Sec. 165(a) all together satisfy its requirements. However, care must be taken in drafting the separate
plans because of the provision against discriminating in favor of
executives, stockholders and highly paid employees, but it is possible to achieve the required integration. Should the combination
of trusts and plans fail to qualify as a single plan, the individual
trusts or plans comprising such a combination may still qualify
individually. (Reg. III, Sec. 2 9.165-3•)
The question will sometimes arise as to what effect pension trust
contributions have on the computation of overtime pay under the
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wage and hour law. In general, the interpretation which has been
adopted by the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Employment Tax
Unit, as to what employer contributions to a pension trust constitute wages will be followed by the Wage and Hour Division. It
has been held by the Wage and Hour Division that such contributions do not affect the regular rate of pay for overtime purposes
when:
i. The employee does not have any option to receive directly
any part of such contribution in lieu of pension benefits.
2.

He does not have any right to assign the benefits, or to
receive cash in lieu of benefits either upon termination of
the plan, upon his withdrawal from it, or upon his severance from employment. However, it should be pointed
out here that a mere incidental provision in a plan for
severance benefits would not necessarily affect overtime
pay computation.

Where there are several affiliated corporations with perhaps
many changes in corporate structure, it is in order to credit an
employee with his years of service with a predecessor or related
corporation. It is also permissable for several affiliated corporations to join together in a single pension plan, provided each corporation pays its own way on its own employees, and the plan is
nondiscriminatory between them.
Limitations on Deductible Amounts of Pension Plan Contributions
A chief interest of the employer is to secure a deduction for the
amounts expended under its pension plan. As we have seen, pensions paid in cash by the employer directly to the retired employee
are generally deductible. Payments made into a qualified pension
trust or plan are also deductible. Payments made to a trust or plan
which is not qualified may still be deductible if the employees'
right thereto is vested at the time of the contribution. No deduction is allowed if the trust is not qualified and the employee's
rights are not vested.
In addition to these aspects of the question of deductibility, there
is also the fact that the law does not permit unlimited amounts to
be paid into a pension trust and deducted in any one year. A considerable latitude is permitted with respect to contributions and deductions, but a corporation is not allowed wholly to fund its pen-
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sion trust in a few years of high earnings. The employer's deduction for his contribution to an exempt pension trust is limited to
an amount not in excess of five per cent of the compensation otherwise paid or accrued during the taxable years to all employees covered by the trust. The amount of the deduction so allowed is subject to review every five years by the Commissioner, who must be
furnished with the appropriate information the second year and
every fifth year thereafter and, if the amount within the five per
cent figure is more than the amount reasonably necessary to provide the remainder of the unfunded costs of the plan, it will be reduced. There may also be allowed an excess over the five per cent
necessary to provide the unfunded cost of past and current service
credits and this may sometimes be much in excess of five per cent,
but the basis must be established.
If the plan is a profit- sharing plan, somewhat different rules prevail, in that the limitation is fifteen per cent of the compensation
otherwise paid or accrued during the taxable years and, in case of
a deficit, the deficit can be carried over and deducted in full in addition to the current fifteen per cent allowable in a succeeding year.
If an employer pays into a pension trust excessive amounts in any
year, the excess cannot be recovered by him, because of the nondiversion rule, nor will he be allowed a deduction in that year for
such excessive payments. However, tax benefits are not entirely
lost to the employer. He is allowed to carry them over to succeeding years when and to the extent that his payments are less than the
allowed limit. Similarly, a deficit in the contributions may be carried forward to an ensuing year, provided the deficit is not so
great as to amount to a partial termination of the plan.
It is important to note that the employer's liability may not be
accrued, if the contribution to the fund is not actually paid, even
though the employer is on the accrual basis. This provision is not
intended to apply to cases where an employer on the accrual basis
defers payment because of its inability to pay in the year of accrual. If such an employer makes its payment within sixty days
after the close of the taxable year, the payment will generally be
deemed to have been made on the last day of the year of accrual.
The regulations interpret this provision as permitting accrual if
the taxpayer is unable to pay the amount involved without jeopardizing its solvency or where the amount accrued cannot be exactly determined until the later year.
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Making Haste Slowly
It has not been possible to do more in this paper than to cover
some of the general principles of pension planning as they relate to
the Federal income tax laws. There . are, however, some specific
aspects of the problems which so frequently arise and which are
so likely to lead to difficulty that it is recommended that they be
approached with the care they deserve. Some of them are pointed
out here as proper subjects for expert advice when they arise:
i. Reduction of the pension received by a retired employee
by the aggregate of unemployment compensation which
he may receive from the State.
2.

Re- employment of former participants with credit for
prior service with the employer.

$i,2oo.

3. Provision that the employer may, at any time during the
period covered by the plan, require the employee to contribute.
4. Provision that employees will be excluded from participation in any year when they work less than twenty -six
weeks or earn less than
5. Provision that participant in a profit- sharing trust may
not question the amount of profits certified as available
for contribution to the plan.
6. Provision for employee contribution only in event employer fails to contribute.
7. Reducing amount of employer's contribution that vests in
employee.
8. Reducing amount vesting in employees who voluntarily
quit their jobs.

as

The effects of these and other factors are not fully determined.
It will matter what the circumstances are. There is no substitute
for checking with the income tax authorities in any particular case
—or for watching further rulings and interpretations in the cases
they come along.
of others,
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Dangers in Abandoning Pension Plans
Recent issues of the N. A. C. A. Bulletin have had a number of articles
on employees' pension plans, which is no doubt evidence of their increasing
importance. The article, "The Push for Pensions— Important Considerations
in Devising and Qualifying a Pension Plan" by Paul G. Rohlfing in the
February 1950 Bulletin, mentions (page 721) the requirements for qualifying a pension plan so that the contributions of the employer may be deductible on his Federal income tax returns and, furthermore, will not constitute
taxable income to the employee until distributed or made available to him.
Among these requirements, it is mentioned that the plan must be permanent. It may be of service to our readers to point out that there is much
more to this requirement than meets the eye. For example, the Regulations
(Regulations 111 of the Treasury Department, Section 29.165 -1) state that
if the plan is abandoned for any cause other than business necessity within
a few years after it has taken effect, "this will be evidence that the plan
from its inception was not a bona fide program for the exclusive benefit
of employees in general." This follows, regardless of the fact that the plan
may have been formally approved by the Treasury Department before its
adoption and that the plan may itself state that it is terminable at the will
of the employer upon notice. In practice, even the continuation of a plan
for five years before it is abandoned does not seem to obviate this danger.
Frequently a plan will be adopted under stress of high tax rates and super salesmanship, which ultimately proves to be quite costly, although not impossible of continuance. I am referring to plans such as are frequently
adopted by the smaller companies in which the direct benefits to the proprietors and managers of the business are large in propertion to the total
benefits to all employees. The mere fact that the plans are designed to reduce
turnover in employees may result in increasing costs as years go on, due to
a change in the age composition of the employees, so that the cost may get
unexpectedly heavy. If this is coupled with a declining earnings tendency,
the management may be faced with the disagreeable necessity of either continuing a plan which has become unduly burdensome or running the risk of
a ruling that it was not in good faith from the beginning because it was
abandoned in the face of something less than impending bankruptcy.
The accounting department can render a real service to management by
constructing exhibits which take into account possible changes in the future
due to the increasing average age of the employees and possible decrease
in company earnings, so that the ultimate impact of the plan can be visualized before it is adopted.
Contributed by RALPH R. N E U x o F F , St. Louis Chapter

WORKING CAPITAL YIELDS TO BUDGETARY CONTROL
By EDDIS JOHNSON,
Assistant Controller, American Machine and Metals, Inc.
New York, N. Y.

The case study about which this article centers cites bases selected for estimating working capital needs at a level of operations
which offered the company a prospect of improved profits, subject only to the necessity for determining and providing for the
additional funds with which to sustain it. As set forth, a method
of financing was decided upon and the company's future course
carefully charted by means, not only of a budgeted income statement and balance sheet, but also a working capital budget reconciling therewith.

company that foresees the demands on its working capital
T HE
is well -armed against the danger of financial embarrassment.
Many companies with highly developed tools and techniques for
the budgetary control of operations have not proceeded to attempt
bridging the gap between operations and financing. Failure to
bring the financial end of the business into the budget may result
in a company finding itself with a serious imbalance between operations and financial sufficiency. The continuing objectives of
financial budgeting are: ( i ) to manage the company's affairs so
that sufficient working capital will be available when needed and
( 2 ) to utilize working capital effectively in the interest of maximum profits.
In achieving these objectives, it will be found that standards for
working capital are useful in much the same manner as operational
standards, i.e., to translate plans into budgetary terms and to measure the effectiveness of control and utilization. Required are standards for working capital accounts (current asset and current liability accounts) and tie -in with source and application of working
capital. The methods to be described for Hypothetical Products,
Inc., have been found useful in actual practice, although particular
conditions such as seasonal influences in sales and production, and
individual preferences may suggest other methods and techniques
for individual situations.
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Working Capital a Practical Concept
Before development of the procedure, it may be helpful to focus
attention on working capital, itself. Working capital is another
name for net current assets and represents the excess of current
assets over current liabilities. It is one of the least understood
terms in the whole body of accounting terminology. This lack of
understanding may be explained as partly due to the fact that the
term does not appear anywhere in the conventional account form
of balance sheet, the kind commonly encountered. In fact a
number of accounting authorities use the term reluctantly, if at all,
and others refuse to admit the existence of the term as an accounting concept. R. C. Mautz, in a paper entitled "The New Look
in Balance Sheets" (The Controller, June 1949) presents quite
ably the case against the use of the term in answers implied in the
questions he asks as follows:
"(1)

"(2)

Is it proper to deduct current liabilities, at amounts to
be paid, from current assets which are not uniformly
stated at amounts to be realized?"
Is the amount of working capital significant enough to
warrant the prominence with which it is displayed in
the new statement (to which Mr. Mautz' article was
directed) and, further, resulting as it does from the
computation described in ( 1 ) , is the amount calculated
correctly ?"

Development of the argument pro and con will be left to others.
However, the term, working capital, is encountered so often that
the accountant cannot afford to ignore it completely. When a balance sheet labels one amount as current assets and another as current liabilities, there would seem to be an implied relationship
which would not prevent an arrangement of figures to show the
difference. It would seem entirely in order to give this difference
a name. Furthermore, there does appear to be a relationship between working capital and operations which is quite distinct from
the relationship existing between operations and other balance
sheet accounts.
This is strikingly apparent at the inception of a business venture.
Oddly enough, the entrepeneur starting a business may have a
clearer understanding of his working capital problems than staff
of or persons coming into a company that has been operating for
a long period. The former must weigh carefully the capital that
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he has available for different purposes. If he spends too much of
it for plant and equipment, he realizes that he will not have enough
for his bank account, inventories, and receivables, and that there
will be a period during which he has more money going out for
these purposes than is coming back from profits. Even if less apparent, the working capital problems of a larger company are similar, of equal importance, and more complex. An understanding
of these problems is desirable for key personnel as well as top level
management.
Sources of Working Capital
The major sources of working capital are money or other current assets invested in the business by the owners, loans to the
business by the owners or outsiders to be repaid in future period's,
and profits. The amount invested by the owners tends to be static.
Borrowing on a long -term basis necessitates repayments under
more or less fixed requirements. The amount provided for working capital by profits can be controlled by management subject to
any special agreements with the owners or lenders affecting profit
retention. During the past few years this has been the greatest
source of working capital for American industry. The business
that operates at a profit generates its working capital.
The amount so generated is the amount of net profits before
deducting depreciation and other charges against profits which do
not require the current expenditure of working capital. Depreciation, contrary to a popular conception, does not produce working
capital. Business literature and newspapers are replete with statements containing this error and increasing confusion of thought.
The fallacy can be simply demonstrated by arbitrarily increasing
the depreciation in a particular case, using a balance sheet and related profit and loss statement and noting that the amount of
working capital remains unchanged. So far as the balance sheet is
concerned, net fixed assets alone are affected. Progress in understanding can be made if it is constantly emphasized that net profits
before depreciation provide working capital. The fact that working capital must be used for fixed asset replacement needs does not
alter the situation.
Measurement of Working Capital Utilization
A desirable aim of management is to utilize working capital to a
high degree of efficiency in order to keep down the investment in
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receivables and inventories. The effectiveness of its utilization may
be measured by a working capital utilization rate stated in terms
such as rate of turnover related either to sales or cost of sales. Industries and individual companies vary considerably in their utilization rate. Even a single company may be found to have a wide
variation in its utilization rate from year to year. Some companies
have found it profitable to subdivide the utilization rate so as to
establish separate rates for various working capital accounts, such
as receivables and inventories. (A noteworthy example in this respect is the case of E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co., whose interesting methods were described by T. D. Davis, Treasurer of the
company, and Howard L. Nessler, Chart Room Supervisor, at a
conference of the American Management Association in New
York on December z, 1949•)
A working capital utilization rate which is too low may be the
result of excess working capital or lethargy in production or sales.
A high rate of utilization is desirable but not to the extent that
there is an undue strain on working capital and a depletion of
cash. Assuming conditions of control over receivables and inventories, a high rate of utilization may be attended with the necessity
of borrowing money for operating purposes or obtaining additional
working capital.
A Narrative ofthe Budgetary Approach
The case of Hypothetical Products, Inc. will be used to illustrate a budgetary approach for working capital. The company's
budget director has made a careful study of the company's financial condition and is engaged in the job of constructing a budget
for the coming year. In this connection, he has received and edited
the departmental operating budget recommendations and believes
that they reflect reasonably attainable and desirable goals. However, he has delayed approval of the budgets because his studies
indicate that the present working capital is insufficient to support
operations at the levels under consideration. For that reason, he
has asked the vice president in charge of finance and accounts to
call a meeting of the finance committee. The meeting is now in
session.
The budget director explains to the committee that the proposed
budget of sales is $7,5oo,000 a year, whereas the present sales volume is in the neighborhood of $5,000,000 a year and that the resulting profits on the proposed higher volume, as indicated by a
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HYPOTHETICAL PRODUCTS, INC.

Standard Working Capital Requirements
for Various Volumes of Annual Sales (See Exhibit I)
(Amounts inthousands of dollars)
Annual sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Requirements
Current assets:
Cash — Unrestricted . . . . .
Cash —For Federal income
taxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Receivables . . . . . . . . . . . .
Inventories :
Fixed or nonfluctuating
Fluctuating amount . . .

— 0

5,000

7,50 0

10 0 O 0

500

500

500

500

--o--

19
550

49 4
832

9 70
I,II0

.- 4 D - -

250

250

250

—o--

I,0O0

I,500

2,000

Total inventories . . .

250

1,250

1,750

2,250

Total current assets.

750

2 3 19

3,576

4,830

--0—

50

75

---0—

—0—

50
19

75
494

9 70

0

119

644

I,170

Current liabilities:
Accounts payable . . . . .
Accruals . . . . . . . . . . . .
Federal income taxes..
Total current liabilities
Working capital required.
Present working capital...
Excess (shortage) . . . . . .

250

Too
loo

750

2,200

2,932

3,660

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

1,250

(200)

(932)

(T,66o)

EXHIBIT 2

profitgraph, should enable satisfactory dividends to be paid in addition to providing for normal growth. He emphasizes, however,
that he is convinced special action must be taken to finance operations called for by the additional volume because the purchasing
power of the capital originally invested has shrunk considerably
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with the rise in wage rates, material costs, and prices of supplies,
services and so forth. A summary of his findings are presented
in the following:
Working capital required to finance annual
sales of $7,500,00
..................
Present working capital at annual sales of
$5,000,000

........................
Shortage of working capital......

$2,932,000

2,000,000

932 ,0 00

He then invites reference to Exhibit i which discloses the difference between present working capital and requirements for any
sales volume. It indicates that the company has sufficient funds
for only the current sales level. If sales are to be substantially increased, additional working capital will be needed. One suggested
approach, mentioned by the treasurer, is to obtain short -term loans
to be repaid currently out of cash funds freed by the reduction in
operating volume. Exhibit 2 was then presented to show the composition of estimated required working capital at selected sales
volumes:
A general discussion follows and the budget director is asked
to tell the committee how he arrived at the amounts shown. Before doing so, he explains that the formulae and methods of computations developed can be used for any volume of business and
will be useful in setting up plans and budgets, and can be used
also as standards for operations under varying conditions. The
treasurer agrees that the results of the study, if soundly based,
should eliminate some of the guesswork he has had to use in the
past and will give him a satisfactory basis for his financial planning. Encouraged by this expression of interest and to dispel any
lingering skepticism, the budget director sets forth along the lines
found in the following sections of this article, the methods used
in the development of the capital requirement chart and table
already given.
Setting Working Capital Standards
As related by the budget director, scattergraphs were used to
learn the behavior of working capital accounts in response to volume, particularly for inventories and receivables. True, the pat-
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tern was not perfect, but it was found that most of the abnormalities were caused by extraordinary circumstances and conditions,
such as war, scarcity of materials following the end of the war,
advantageous or disadvantageous purchases, strikes, and (in one
year) a decline in sales which left an excess amount of inventories
on hand. The study disclosed, as a by- product, that there was room
for improvement in certain controllable conditions. In one direction, the need for more aggressive collection procedures at a particular branch was shown. In another direction, it was found that
better inventory control at one of the factories would reduce the
lead time for purchases of certain materials.
As a result of the study, it was possible to adopt logically supported premises for each working capital account. These were
selected after consideration of alternatives. Several methods were
considered in the search for a budget basis for cash, for example:
i. Cash as a certain per cent of some base, such as sales.
2.

Cash requirements relatively greater as business increases
but not in proportion to sales alone.

3. Cash requirements at an arbitrary figure considering the
size of the company and the desirability of maintaining
satisfactory bank balances.
The third method was chosen and, in addition, it was decided
to segregate as a separate item an amount of cash equal to the
estimated liability for Federal income tax. This was done in order
to portray for management purposes the amount of cash which
is not available for dividends and other purposes —a case of business putting itself on a "pay -as- you -go" tax basis.
(The budget director explained that a study of the practices
of other companies indicates that some keep funds for taxes invested in marketable securities while others prefer to use the cash
in the business.)
Receivables presented a little difficulty. The company's terms
are different for various product lines. In addition, one line of
products is sold, in part, on conditional sales contracts. The scat tergraph and current statistics on collection time led to the conclusion that a suitable average receivable balance would be 133.3
per cent of a month's sales.
As was the case with cash, three different methods were considered for inventories as a basis for setting standard amounts.
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Year

1950

Budget
tentative

Budget
revised*

Net sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cost of goods sold ( Including depreciation $13 6, 00 0) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$7,50 0 ,0 0 0

$7,500 ,0 0 0

4,5 00 , E

4,5 0 0 , E

Gr oss pr ofit ........................
Administrative and selling expense . . . .

$3,000,000

$3,000,000

1,700,000

1,700,000

Operating profit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,300,000 $1,30 0 ,0 0 0
Income deductions:
Interest on bonds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Amortization of bond expense . . . . . .

........
........

$

30,000
13,OPO

Tot al Incom e Deducti on s . .. .. .. ..

........

$

43,000

Profit before federal income tax . . . . . .
Federal income tax @ 3 8 o f o . . . . . . . . . . .

$1,300,000
494,E

Net pr ofi t . ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ..

$

8o6,000

$ 1 ,2 57,000
477,E

$

78o,000

*Revised for year's cost of additional working capital to be
obtained.
EXHIBIT 3

These were:
1. Inventory turnover rate based on sales or cost of sales.
The disadvantage of this method is that it would be necessary to establish a separate turnover rate for each volume
of sales because of the tendency of turnover to decrease
as sales decrease.
z. Standard inventory to be determined by adding to the
beginning inventory standard amounts for purchases and
production costs and deducting standard cost of sales.
The method would be satisfactory but requires a greater
amount of computation than the first.
3. Determining the fixed element in inventories and the
variable rate in relation to sales. This information was
obtained from a scattergraph which was rationalized for
abnormalities. This method is used by certain companies satisfactorily and avoids the disadvantages in
methods (1) and (2) above.
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MASTER BUDGET OF WORKING CAPITAL
Year 19 50
Working capital— Beginning balance ...
Add — Amount to be raised from longterm debt to be incurred:
A m o u n t o f l o a n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $I,000,000
68,000
Less underwriting costs and expenses

932,000

$

$2,9323

929,000

.

Balance required to finance desired level
of operations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Add — Amount to be added from operations:
Profits (before deducting depreciation Of $136,000 and amortization of debt expense of $13,000)

$2,000,000

$126,000
426, 000

300,000
$

Less — Expenditures for:
Machinery and equipment
Di vi d en d s . .. . . . . .. . . . .

Deduct current installment of funded debt

503,000
200,000

Net increase (exclusive of amount borrowed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Working ca pi t a l — en di n g ba l a n ce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

303,000
$3,235,0 0 0

EXHIBIT 4

The third method was adopted. The fixed element could be
called, more appropriately, the constant element or nonfluctuating
element of working capital invested in inventories. In this case
it was found to amount to $250,00o and the variable or fluctuating
amount was found to be approximately one -third of annual cost
of sales. Stated differently, the fluctuating amount has a turnover
of three times a year in relation to cost of sales.
Accounts payable were estimated as I per cent of annual material purchases. Accruals were found to approximate, on an average, I per cent of annual sales. Federal income taxes were figured
at 3 8 per cent of profits expected for the respective volumes of
sales. In the interest of simplicity, other current accounts were
included in the estimates for the accounts which have been particularized.
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Green Ligbt for Financing Expanded Sales
Upon completion of the explanation as to how the figures for
standard working capital amounts were derived, the budget director summarized the situation as follows with respect to operations at the proposed increase of sales from $5,000,000 to
$7,500 ,0 0 0.

Working capital yield of additional sales..
Deduct working capital expenditures:
Machinery and equipment to be purchased
D i vi d e n d s t o be p a i d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$942 ,000
$12 6,0 00
300,000

426 ,0 00

Working capital increase during the year
available for saving (before payments on
funded indebtedness) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$5 16 ,0 00

In other words, if the company now had the use of additional
working capital funds of $932,000, the amount previously given
to finance to higher level, it should by the end of the year improve its working capital position by $516,000, exclusive of any
installment payments required in connection with the acquisition
of the additional amount needed.
Considerable discussion followed as to what action should be
taken. The treasurer advised that the time was not propitious for
a capital stock issue, but that he believed he could obtain a five
year loan as follows:
Amount of loan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Le s s u n d e r wr i t i n g c ost s , e t c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$1,000,000
68,000

Net proceeds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$

An n u a l r ep aym en t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$ 2 0 0 ,0 0 0

Annual expense (first year)
Interest qa 3 % . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Amortization of underwriting costs, etc..........

$

30,000
13,000

Total annual expense (first year) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$

43,0 0 0

932 ,0 00

The committee agreed, on the basis that anticipated working
capital requirements had been determined with a practical degree
of soundness by the budget director's procedure, that the program
appeared to be sound and to the best advantage to the company.
The budget director was instructed to complete the budget.
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Actual
Budget
Dec. 31,1949 Dec. 31,1930

Current assets:
Cash- Unrestricted
Cash for current installment on long -term debt
Cash for federal income
tax .................
Re c e i va bl e s . . . . . . . . . . . .
I n ve n t or i e s . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total current assets...
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable . . . . . .
Accruals . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Current debt installment.
Federal income tax . . . . .
Total current liabilities
Working capital . . . . . . . . .
Fixed assets:
Fixed assets at cost .....
Less- Depr eciat ion . .. ..
Fi xed a sset s -net .. . .
Unamortized debt discount
and expense . . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Deduct: Long -term debt, less
current installment included in current liabilities
($200,000
payable annually) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$

220,000

$

803,000

Increase
$

58 3 ,0 0 0

___o-

200,000

200,000

- -0 600,000

477,000
832,000

4 7 7 , E
232,000

1,300,000

1, 7 5 0 , 0 0 0

4 5 0 ,0 0 0

$2,120,000

$4,o62,000

$1,942,000

$

$

$

50,000
50,000

- a 20,000
$

I2 o , 0 0 0

$

75,000

25,000

75,000

25,000

200,000
4 7 7 ,0 0 0

200,000

827,000

457,0 0 0
$

707,000

$2,000,000

$ 3 , 2 3 5 ,0 0 0

$ 1, 2 3 5 , 0 0 0

$ 3 , 0 0 0 ,0 0 0

$ 3 , I2 6 , 0 0 0

$

1,500,000

1,636,000

136,000

$ 1, 5 0 0 , 0 0 0

$1,490,000

$(10,000)

__ o$ 3 , 5 0 0 ,0 0 0

---a-

55,000

55 , E

$ 4 , 7 8 0, 0 0 0

$I,28o,000

800,000

800,000

Net worth . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$3,500,000

$ 3 , 9 80,0 0 0

Represented by:
Capital stock . . . . . . . . . .
Surplus ...............

$3,000,000

$3,000,000

500,000

98o,000

$ 3 , 5 0 0 ,0 0 0

$3,980,000

EXHIBIT 5

126,000

$

4 8 0 ,O00
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Interlocking Master Budgets
At the next meeting of the finance committee the following
master budgets were submitted and approved:
Master Budget of Income (tentative and revised) (Exhibit
3)•

Master Budget of Working Capital (Exhibit 4).
Master Balance Sheet Budget (Exhibit 5).
The principal purpose of displaying these somewhat summarized
master budgets here is to give a brief indication of the completion
of the structure for which our working capital budget basis has
laid a cornerstone. In addition, we can do a little proof work on
the figures. It will be seen that, if the budget is realized, the company's unrestricted cash and its working capital position will be
$30 3,0 00 in excess of the minimum requirements, as follows:

$3,235,0 0 0

$80 3,0 0 0

2,932,000

500,000

3 03,000

$30 3,0 00

•

Unrestricted
Cash

$

•

Budget balance 1 2 / 3 1 / 5 0 (Exhibit 5 )
Standard Requirements (Exhibit 2 )
...
Improvement over standard ..........

Working
Capital
Position

The foregoing results may be reconciled with the budget director's previously cited figure of $516,000, as follows:
Working capital increase available per standard .......
Deduct
Current installment on funded debt........
Reduction in profits —
Bond interest
. . . . . . . . . . . . . $30, 000
13,000
Amortization of bond expense..
Less federal income tax thereon

$51 6,0 00

$20 0,0 00

4 3 , E
17,000

26,000

Less amortization of bond expense which
did not affect working capital ........

$

$22 6,0 00
13,000

Total deducted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$21 3,0 00

Net i n cr ease to com pa n y per budget .. . . .. . .. . .. . .

$3 03 ,0 00
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o0o.

In addition the company will be in a strong financial position,
with enough cash set aside to pay the current installment of $aoo;
000 on its funded debt and its federal income tax liability of $477, The current ratio will be 4.9 to I.
Means to an End
The extension of budgetary control to include balance sheet accounts with particular emphasis on the source, application, and
control of working capital offers an invaluable tool for financial
management and can provide a means of maintaining the proper
balance between production and sales on the one hand, and financial sufficiency on the other. Standards for working capital requirements are useful for formulating the budget and measuring
the effectiveness of control over current asset and current liability
accounts. The budgeting of the source and application of funds is
a safeguard against untimely expenditures for dividends and capital assets resulting from decisions made without an accurate
knowledge of future requirements.
It has been the aim of the writer to explain a general approach
to the problem of budgetary control of working capital as encountered in actual practice. The omission of material related to the
more familiar field of budgeting as applied to the operating accounts
should not be construed as a lack of appreciation of the necessity
for careful budgeting of all elements affecting profits.

INSURANCE PROTECTION REQUIRES A COMPANY -WIDE

CONTROL PROGRAM
By R. C. GALBRAITH,
Cost Accounting Supervisor, Lockheed Aircraft Corp.,
Burbank, Calif.

Insurable losses may sometimes be prevented and frequently, by
prompt counter- action, minimized. When incurred, the fact and
amount of loss form the sole bases of recovery under insurance in
force, a fact which high- lights the importance of systematic reporting of insurable values and verified recording of loss detail. A
procedure to alert the entire organization to these responsibilities
is included in the present article.

a major disaster occurs and is national or interW HENEVER
national news, the operating management of a company may
be inspired to query the comptroller as to whether or not adequate
insurance has been provided to protect the company from the type
of loss involved. As a result of such a request our comptroller's
office authorized a comprehensive study to determine the amount
of insurance that should be purchased in order to be certain that
the company could withstand a major direct damage disaster. This
article deals with the study made and the rather broad results
which followed from it.
A preliminary survey and group discussions revealed that to
properly cover all aspects of the problem, would require the combined efforts of the accounting, insurance and industrial engineering departments as well as outside professional and technical assistance. A firm of certified public accountants which has extensive experience in the handling of insurance claims was retained
to assist in the program. As a result of the survey, it was determined that adequate direct damage protection required the establishment of policies and procedures covering many phases of company operation and not just the determination of amount of insurance to be purchased. The major phases involved were found to
be: ( i ) disaster control program, (a) reporting of insurable values,
and (3) documentation and verification of an insurance loss.
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DISASTER CONTROL PROGRAM

The direct damage disaster program was designed to provide the
facilities, policies and procedures to:
I. Reduce as much as possible the probabilities of loss of

life and property from a fire or other disaster.
2. Minimize the monetary effect of losses that may occur.

3. Result in the maximum recovery of losses under insurance coverages.
4. Properly handle property of others, such as government
furnished property, materials and work -in- process, and
employees' property legitimately in the plant.
5. Accomplish the foregoing objectives without undue expense.
Operating Organization for Disaster Control
Programs already in effect for plant security, protection and
emergency actions were directed primarily at the first objective, reduction of the probabilities of loss of life and property. Consequently, the first emphasis of the disaster control program was to
take up the succeeding objectives and to establish the post- disaster
organizations, responsibilities and procedures for minimizing
losses, resuming operations and collecting proper indemnification
from our insurance carriers. If such a program is well planned,
the amount and types of insurance to be carried can be determined
largely as a result of it. The prevention and control of direct
damage losses is regarded as a responsibility of every employee,
particularly those of supervisory or managerial rank. In addition
to this general responsibility, specific responsibility and authority
have been delegated through the operating organization whenever
possible.
Minimizing of losses and prompt resumption of operations in
the event of a major disaster are sought through the delegation of
authority and responsibility for decisions to a disaster control committee headed by the vice president and general manager. The ultimate collection of proper indemnification from the insurance carriers is provided for by placing upon the vice president and treasurer the responsibility of preparing, presenting and settling claims
with the insurance carriers. To assist him and his insurance department in this regard, procedures intended to result in the inclusion of all amounts duly recoverable, together with proper docu-
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mentation, have been developed and a claims committee composed
of representatives of the accounting organization and affected operating organizations, has been established.
Working Classification of Disasters
As a matter of according relative importance to various happenings and in order to give the disaster control program the flexibility required to meet its objectives without undue expenditure of
time and money, disasters are grouped into three classes. These
classes are:
Class z —A fire or other event involving a loss of property
or earnings which, regardless of magnitude of the loss, would
require suspension or a major interruption of operations
and /or would have a critical effect upon the company's financial position.
Class z —A fire or other event involving a loss of property
or earnings estimated at more than $5o,000, but not involving a suspension or major interruption of operations nor
having a critical effect upon the company's financial position.
Class 3 —A fire or other event involving a loss of property
or earnings estimated at less than $5o,000 and not involving
a suspension or major interruption of operations.
The designation of any event as a Class i disaster is the responsibility of the vice president and general manager. The classification of events not so designated by the vice president and general
manager is made by the insurance manager. A disaster of Class i
magnitude will require activation of the disaster control committee,
while Class s events are handled by the insurance manager with
the assistance of the claims committee. Class 3 disasters are
handled by the insurance manager through regular operation organizations. Prompt classification of the disaster is fundamental
in order that proper organizations and procedures can be set in
motion as soon as possible.
The Disaster Control, Claim, and Special Purpose Committees
The disaster control committee is charged with the responsibility for surveying and recommending appropriate action on: (I )
direct damage insurance losses (class i events), (s) the existence
and elimination of undue hazards, (3) the adequacy of fire, medical
and security facilities and protection programs, (4) the ability of
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the corporation, through its records, to substantiate claims of loss.
In addition, the committee, when activated by its chairman in the
case of a Class i disaster, determines the post- emergency rehabilitation and loss recovery programs. It is through this committee
that the company's pre- disaster programs are determined and
evaluated and its post- disaster program (in the event of major
loss) is developed, coordinated and directed.
The disaster control committee is composed of the following
members:
Vice president and general
manager, chairman
Vice president and treasurer
Vice president for administration
Vice president for manufacturing

Vice president for sales
Vice president and chief
engineer
Director of industrial relations
Director of financial operations
Director of parts and services
Insurance manager, secretary

A claims committee has been established to assure that claims
can be prepared completely, accurately and efficiently in the case
of a Class i or Class a disaster, as well as to maintain a continuous review to assure that accounting procedures are in accordance with
established accounting policies and are not rendered obsolete by
operation changes. This committee is composed of the following
members:
Insurance manager, chairman Chief counsel
Chief accountant
Manager, property accounting
Manager, cost accounting
department
department
Manager, tax department
Chief industrial engineer
( The claims committee personnel may be supplemented, as
required, by members of other operating organizations.)
Through additional subcommittees provided by the disaster control program, immediate steps can be taken to accomplish the desired results with various units of the company fully aware of
their specific responsibilities. Subcommittees, as provided, usually
consist of:
i. Representative of the department responsible for control
of type of insurable property damaged or destroyed.
s. Representative of the inspection department.
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3. Coordinator from industrial engineering department.
4. Representative of the accounting department.
The Procedure Unlimbers
In the case of a fire or other disaster, the vice president and
general manager is notified immediately and, if he considers the
event to be of Class i magnitude, he activates the disaster control
committee, and this committee thereafter determines and directs
all post- emergency measures and rehabilitation programs, including compilation of any insurance claims. If the vice president and
general manager does not classify the occurrence as of Class i
magnitude, the insurance manager determines whether or not the
event may be expected to produce a loss of property and /or
profits in excess of $50,000. If so, he designates it as a Class 2
disaster and activates the claims committee to assist him in compiling the claim.
In the event of a Class i or Class 2 disaster, the manufacturing,
parts and services, and engineering organizations are responsible
for providing the claims committee or the insurance manager with
necessary collateral data, properly documented, to be used in the
preparation of the claims reports by type of insurable value. In
the event of continuing production, it will be the responsibility of
all organizations to take such actions as will be consistent with the
requirements of the claims committee and the compilation of the
claim.
In cases of Class 3 disasters, the insurance manager determines
and direct the steps to be taken to establish the loss and prepare the
claim. In all cases, the insurance manager is responsible for:
i . Notifying the appropriate representatives of the insurance carriers.
2. Acting as the corporate representative to the insurance
carriers.
3. Consolidating claim reports.
The vice president and treasurer or his authorized representative
presents and settles all claims with carriers on behalf of the corporation. The director of financial operations is charged with providing suitable procedures and accounts for handling and segregating the expenses involved in fighting the disaster, removing debris,
rehabilitating equipment, reconstructing records, preparing the
claim, and otherwise dealing with the accounting for the disaster.
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REPORTING OF INSURABLE VALUES

In this section of the article, we depart a little from our narrative of procedure establishment and talk in general terms, because
the topic seems to require it. A little later we shall return to company procedure in presenting material on documentation of claims.
Inventory Valuations for Insurance Purposes
Inventories of raw materials are generally carried on the books
of the company at the cost value. For insurance purposes, a factor
to provide for "in freight and in handling" costs is added. When
appropriate, an additional factor will be added or deducted to reflect the inventory at current replacement costs. Materials in
transit may be classified as those items of inventory which have
reached the receiving department but on which documentation or
recording has not yet been accomplished in the accounting records.
Based upon the evidence of receiving documents or vendors' invoices, the value of such materials must be added to the book value
of all other inventory recorded in the accounts and must also be
adjusted for "in freight and in handling" costs for insurance purposes.
Production work -in- process is carried on the books at its current
incurred costs. For insurance purposes, material handling costs,
estimated values of unrecorded receipts, period costs applicable to
engineering, tooling and planning liaison work; and general and
administrative overhead to the extent appropriate, must be added.
A "learning curve" must be applied to direct labor and overhead
costs. Items that have been taken from the manufacturing process
to be shipped to customers and are awaiting shipment on the shipping dock but on which the documentation for the transfer of the
materials has not yet been processed, likewise call for adjustment
here.
Finished products are defined as all items manufactured by the
company or which have been purchased and will be delivered to
customers as products sold by the company. For insurance purposes all finished products are valued and reported at the selling
price, less any unincurred costs or expenses.
Sundry Items
Project tools may be recorded separately from work -in- process
inventory. These items are generally amortized on a production
unit basis. For insurance purposes, it is necessary to establish a
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value for the tools and make adjustments to reflect unusual conditions, such as an intensive program of production, or to eliminate
tools which have become obsolete because of changed methods of
production. Engineering costs likewise are generally amortized on
a production unit basis. For insurance purposes, an inventory
must be provided for tangible engineering items, and these must
be priced and reported at estimated replacement values, less depreciation.
Overhead expense items consisting principally of perishable
tools, stationery and office supplies, photographic supplies, blueprint supplies, maintenance repair parts, etc. —are generally recorded as an inventory classification when maintained in a central
storeroom. However, when such items are requisitioned to the
using area, they are expensed. It is general knowledge that there
is a substantial quantity on hand in the areas in which the items are
used, such as perishable tools in tool cribs, stationery and supplies
on hand in employees' desks, etc. These quantities amount to a
substantial value for insurance purposes. Periodic check should
be made to determine an over -all average value for such materials
which have been charged to expense but should be reported for insurance purposes.
DOCUMENTATION AND VERIFICATION OF AN INSURANCE LOSS

Despite the fact that a company has established adequate disaster
procedures, purchased the proper insurance, and reported values
correctly, it still can suffer unnecessary losses in the event of a disaster if it does not have a well- integrated program for the proper
documentation and substantiation of an insurance loss. The method
of documentation and verification of an insurance loss must be
developed along lines parallel with the method of reporting insurable values.
"In Sight" Losses and "Out ofSight" Losses
In those cases in which losses suffered from a fire or disaster
are such that it is factually evident that all damage is "in sight ",
the claim for losses is determined, under our procedure, in accordance with the following requirements:
I. Segregation of damaged from undamaged materials and

maintenance of physical segregation of damaged materials
until released by the insurance adjusters.
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2. Preparation of a list of damaged items by:

(a ) Description, (including all pertinent identifying data).
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Quantity.
Estimated percentage of damage.
Value of items at time of damage.
Claim value as determined by either applying per cent
of damage or by reflecting estimated or actual costs
of reworking damaged items.

3. Reduction of claim for loss by the value of salvage from
items not reworked.
In those cases in which losses suffered from a fire or disaster are
such that some portion of the property is totally destroyed or unidentifiable (out of sight), detailed procedures had to be developed
to assure proper documentation and verification of the loss.

An Example of Loss Verification Procedure
To illustrate, the basic procedural requirements reflected in the
example detailed in the paragraphs which follow, have been developed to cover the documentation and substantiation of a nonproductive inventory material loss. A subcommittee consisting of representatives of the affected departments, including stores, inspection, and accounting, is appointed by the chairman of the claims
committee. It is the committee's responsibility to establish requirements for the claim in accordance with the procedures established
for that purpose but with authority to recommend modification as
circumstances warrant. The basic requirements for documentation
and verification of the claim being illustrated are:
t. Provide record and physical flow cut -offs.
2.

Develop book value of nonproductive inventory as of date
of loss.

3. Provide physical (priced) inventory at book value of all
nonproductive materials stored in other locations but controlled by the same inventory ledger account as material
within the claim area.
4. Provide physical inventory of undamaged material within the claim area following inspection department survey
and disposition.
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5. Determine the inventory book value of undamaged material within the claim area.
6. Determine the inventory book value of damaged material
with estimate of damage.
q. Determine book value of items totally lost.
8. Establish method for re -work of damaged material, accumulation of such incurred costs, and proper accountability for the value of material removed from claim area
for re -work.
q. Establish method to report the recovery by sale of damaged and unusable material in the claim area.
To accomplish the above, the several departments must assume
certain parts of the task. The accounting department establishes
general ledger subsidiary accounts to record the direct damage insurance claim receivable and to record the costs of re- working any
of the materials that can be salvaged. It determines the stores balance at time of loss based on receipts and disbursements, documented and recorded in normal manner. It also determines adjusted stores balance to include receipts and disbursements unrecorded at time of loss. The balance representing material lost by
direct damage is segregated when determined.
The stores department closes off fire damage areas against removal of materials until authorized. (Removal of material from
immediate area for any purpose must be documented.) A new
stores area is established for post- disaster receipts of incoming
stores materials.
Stores personnel processes and transmits to the accounting department all required documents. A physical inventory of material
stored in other locations at time of loss but controlled by same inventory ledger account is taken and documents to transfer such
material to newly - established inventory accounts are prepared. As
soon as the inspection department has determined that certain material in a claim area is undamaged, a physical inventory of it is
taken and documents prepared to effect transfer of such material to
the newly - established inventory accounts. (This is to be accomplished only after approval of insurance representatives.) The
stores department also prepares necessary re -work orders for damaged items determined by inspection to be re- workable.
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It is up to the inspection department to inspect and identify all
material in the claim area not destroyed and determine one of the
following dispositions: ( i ) undamaged, use "as is ", (2) damaged, re-work; and (3) damaged, scrap. As a whole this example
discloses the general pattern followed in the case of losses in individual classes of material. The specific responsibilities by department vary with the class of material involved in the loss to be
documented.
Accumulation of Costs Incidental to Loss
Besides direct losses due to a disaster, additional costs of an indirect nature are ordinarily incurred, which must be accumulated
separately from the normal cost of operation. The general type of
costs to be accumulated in this manner will be:
( i ) Fire fighting, property protection and other loss prevention during the disaster.
(2) Removal of debris and cleaning up after disaster.

(3) Post - disaster expense of handling, moving, identifying,
classifying and safeguarding articles in the disaster area.
(4) Repair costs.
(5) Expenses incurred to expedite resumption of production.
(6) Expense in preparation and summarization of the insurance claim.
Normally these costs will be incurred in indirect departments
and it is necessary to establish a time card control system to accumulate the actual costs of labor performed by the indirect labor
personnel in connection with the loss, with an explanation of the
nature of the work performed.
Basic Requirements for Resuming Production
The claims committee, upon management's decision, recommends
a line of action to be followed for continuing production, giving
due regard to the basic fact that the claim must not be jeopardized
by the flow of materials to production departments. The time,
place and scope of resumption of production must first be determined and an inventory handling procedure set up for incoming
material, which will permit the establishment of inventory ledger
accounts to control the value of such incoming material. There
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must be provision for utilization of undamaged material from the
claim area after inspection, disposition, and physical inventory.
Proper accounting control of values of undamaged material within the claim area for production utilization must be maintained so
that the claim will not be jeopardized. Physical segregation of
damaged material is necessarily continued until release by insurance adjusters.
Claim Structure
From the foregoing material, much can be read as to the integrity of information required for the claim. In summary, the claim
itself, may be said to require documentation of a number of factors. These include book value of nonproductive inventory material on hand as of date of loss, the portion not damaged, the
amount damaged, and the amount lost. The last two amounts must
be repriced at recoverable value under the insurance policies in effect. If they call for replacement cost, the amount should include
in freight and in handling costs. Re -work costs claimed may be
actual incurred cost or estimate of extent of damage. Salvage
credit is recovery from the disposal of salvage items.
Conclusion
Adequate procedures as outlined above are a definite requirement
if management is to be certain that full insurance protection has
been provided, not alone in terms of purchased coverage but in
terms of organization safeguards as well. If these procedures are
carried out, the company should be able, under all reasonably foreseeable circumstances to comply with the full reporting obligation
it has assumed as an assured and thereby avoid any co- insurance
penalty in the event of a loss. Further, the company should expect
to prove and collect from the insurance carriers the full and proper
amount of loss.
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Product Design —Where Cost Reduction Begins
It must always be borne in mind that profit is the primary purpose behind
any step taken in business. Profit is the reward for efficiency. A good many
firms are today getting their first real taste of competition. To survive and
grow, these firms must be more efficient than in the past. The information
set forth in this paper is directed toward:
1. Promoting cost -wise thinking among the people who are responsible
for the design and application of products.
2. Stimulating discussion of the cost problems related to product design, in the hope of inducing cooperative action with respect to
them.
3. Acquainting the people who are responsible for the design and
tooling and, in some instances, the pricing of product with the
number of items which contribute to the cost, and, hence, to the
selling price.
No great amount of thought is necessary to discover that all principal components of product cost are affected either directly or indirectly by engineering and design and it is hoped to make this even clearer during the course
of the presentation. In the effort to achieve customer satisfaction, experimentation with design is a necessity but must be wisely done. Responsibility for
customer satisfaction is shared jointly by sales and engineering. Sales from
the standpoint of proper application of the product to its end use in the
hands of the customer and engineering for the design of an item the specifications of which will reconcile the facts of desired performance and competitive price. If both of these elements are covered successfully, the result
will be a satisfied customer and profits. Just how to get at the particular relationship between design and cost may not be readily apparent. The approach selected in here is to examine separately some of the components of
selling price.
Special Materials Rug: Up Product Cost —And Inventory

Of these components, the first consists of the company's items of purchase
cost. These include products of others' manufacture as well as recognized
raw materials. When it is considered that all materials are purchased to the
specifications set forth by the engineering staff, it then follows that the engineering department alone is responsible for the type of material which is
used. In view of this fact, there are a number of points which, if given full
consideration, will assist greatly in holding down the cost and, therefore, the
selling price of a product.
First of all, consideration may be given to the use of regular materials,
wherever possible. The more places a regular item of stock can be used, the
larger the quantity which can be purchased and the lower the purchase prices
by reason of volume discounts. To accomplish this, a listing of standard
items of inventory is helpful. This list can be published by the purchasing
department in book form and thus made readily available. Examination of
the information will probably show many materials which, by slight specification changes, are susceptible of multiple usage. This is particularly true of
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bolts and nuts and like items. Progress in this direction will aid in holding
.down the number of items carried in inventory. Also, in the event of a
model or design change in one product, a better opportunity will be afforded
of using inventory of purchased materials on another product instead of disposing of the stock on hand at a sacrifice price.
Special items must, of necessity, be purchased in small quantities from
jobbers. The company pays the long price for them. Multiple usage permits
the purchase of larger quantities and provides protection in the event of a
model or design change. When it becomes apparent that a design change
may take place, the interests of economy suggest that the purchasing department be notified so that, as the move becomes appropriate, the inventories of
materials which will be obsoleted can be reduced to the lowest point consistent
with manufacturing schedule. Thus, when the design change does take place,
only minimum stocks will be left on hand to meet replacement parts needs.
It must always be borne in mind that every bit of unnecessary material used
increases costs and places the company in a poorer competitive position.
Multiple Use

of Parts and Equipment Saves Labor Cost

Direct labor feels the impact of every design change. Direct labor may be
defined as labor which is applied to the raw material to change its character
or form and which contributes directly to the finished product. Since the
amount of time required to perform an operation determines its direct labor
costs, it is important to hold operation time to a minimum. This can be done
in various ways. One such way to which industry is now pretty well habitanted is the elimination of hand work, wherever possible, through the use
of progressive dies, drill jigs, electric and pneumatic nut runners, and other
similar means. A second way is to design toward the usage of interchangeable parts. This will permit longer runs on operations and will result in
lower operation time and, therefore, lower direct labor costs. (In addition,
the advantages cited for multiple usage of raw materials will, in general,
apply to the use of interchangeable parts. To do so will hold down the
number of items carried in inventory and thus will serve as protection in case
of model or design change.)
Design may be directed toward the employment of existing tooling. If a
design can be modified slightly to use existing dies, jigs, or fixtures, this will
automatically eliminate hand work. Another source of direct labor saving
which has its roots in product design procedure is to give as much detail as
possible on the prints. Whenever a shop man has to check on detail, it may
hold up several other workers. In other words, engineering can be done
much better and more cheaply by the engineering department than by a
manufacturing department. For example, two men working on a power
brake formed 58 pieces of standard box channel in an average time of 4.75
minutes each. On the same day these two men laid out and formed 17 pieces
of special channel at an average time of 21.2 minutes each, due in part at
least to lack of detail on prints. It may be helpful to work a general design
into the form in which specifications are prepared. It is much easier to work
with a familiar layout.
Rush orders are by no means always related to products of special design,
but sometimes they are. Nothing is more disruptive of labor efficiency than
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interference with production runs by rush orders. It is well -known that
setup time on interrupted work is doubled. In many instances, it will be
found that direct labor is materially affected also. In addition, time which
might have been utilized as direct labor may have been spent on setup and
can never be recovered or regained. Unnecessary shop labor adds nothing to
the product but cost and puts the firm in a poorer competitive position.
Burden Costs Will Benefit, Too
Manufacturing overhead includes both labor and material. Indirect costs
are functional largely with direct costs and attention to the effects of product design in respect of material and labor will result in overhead economies
also. This, however, will not hold true if the tooling required to lower direct
labor cost increases the overhead rate by too great an amount. Since tooling
charges tend to increase the overhead, it is wise to utilize existing tooling
whenever possible. Also, in the design and construction of new dies or jigs,
flexibility should always be considered. If a die or jig, with some added cost,
can be made adaptable to different dimensions, it may save the construction
cost of several other dies or jigs.
Another saving in overhead charges which can be realized occasionally is
in the utilization of blank slugs which would otherwise be scrapped. Slugs
which are blanked from one part may occasionally be used in fabricating a
smaller part. Standardization to a general design was mentioned in the discussion of direct labor as a point at which cost savings might be realized.
This point, if followed wherever possible, simplifies to a very great extent
the problem of flexible tooling. This fact is true, not only in connection with
the part itself, but also in related and component parts. Also, multiple
usage of materials, which was mentioned in the discussion of raw materials,
will be made much easier.
Summary
It is now in order to review briefly the three factors of manufacturing cost
and the manner in which they are affected by engineering and design. First
of all, design and specification determine the type of material which is used.
Secondly, the amount of tooling necessary is controlled to a very great extent
by the design and the type of material which is being employed. In addition,
both the type of materials used and tooling available, heavily influence the
direct labor cost.
Standardization to a general design wherever possible will promote the
multiple usage of raw material and aid in the design and application of flexible tooling which, in turn, will assist greatly in the reduction of direct labor
cost. It will also help avoid excess employment of special material. Balanced
design promotes both labor and material savings. More time and thought
spent on the basic product design will lead to manufacturing efficiencies and
cost savings which will in turn result in lower selling prices and a better
competitive position in the market.
Contributed by CHARLES W. POWELL

STREAMLINING THE PROPERTY ACCOUNTING PROCEDURE
by C. W. BENDEL,
Cost Accounting Supervisor, New Holland Machine Division,
The Sperry Corporation,
New Holland, Pa.

Under the procedure described in the present article, changes
affecting property accounts, depreciation charges, and location of
property items pass through a basic item record to an activity
schedule and monthly report. These last two media, with a third
in more summary form, are prepared by plant and by cost center,
and afford shortcuts to accuracy, economy, and readily available
detail with respect to property changes and their effects.

SPONSIBILIT Y for control of property cannot be exerREcised
unless one knows what is physically owned, how much
it is worth, and where it is located at all times. Property records
must be maintained to provide the answers to these three important questions. The same information is necessary for development of true operating costs. Property accounting can be expensive or it can be handled efficiently to provide adequate information
at a reasonable cost of installation and maintenance. Good property records are worth their cost if they are adequate, accurate,
flexible, and simple to administer. Too often the job of accounting for plant property and equipment is a part time assignment
for the members of the accounting staff who happen to have some
free time and, as a result, it is often neglected for long periods.
Or else it is a hurried year -end analysis when the schedules of
depreciation, acquisitions, and disposals must be prepared for the
financial statements and income tax returns.
Property records should indicate where the property is located
at all times in order that depreciation may be properly allocated to
the various burden centers of the organization, in addition to providing a record of what is owned. Burden rates for departments
or cost centers are often improperly determined because of inadequate property accounting records. Another important point is
that the expected life of assets used in the modern plant varies so
greatly that it is imperative that the property accounting methods
be designed for long -range operations. The system must be able
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EX H IBIT I

to with sta nd the impact of chan ges, su ch as reorga nizati on of the
production facili ties, expans ion an d cont raction of manufacturing
and related activities, revis ion of t he a ccou nti ng man ua l, a nd t he
activity resulting fr om technological improvements in machines
and me thods.
The procedure which has been devised and adopted for the variou s p l a n ts of t h e Ne w Hol la n d M a ch in e Di vi si on of T he S p e r r y
Corporation is outlined in subsequent paragraphs. T h e streamlined version to be described has overcome most of the objections
to the expense factor, and the property records are up to date at
all times. The depr ecia tion cha rges for e a ch mon t h a re p rop er l y
allocated to the various burden centers and the schedules and supportin g sta temen ts of capital assets acqu i re d or d i sp os e d of, ar e
alr ead y compil ed at th e year en d. In addition, there is flexibility
without sacrificing accuracy.
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Acquisition and Identification ofFixed Assets
The multiplicity of similiar items and movability of most of the
plant property units were responsible for adoption of a numerical
identification system which is both simple and flexible. The only
attempt at segregation consists of confining like items to a specific
series of numbers. No effort is made to include departmental
location in the serial numbers stamped on the brass tags affixed
to each item of property. The responsibility for assigning serial
numbers and tagging the property is divided between the property
accountant and receiving department personnel.
Purchase requisitions covering capital expenditures are routed
to the property accountant who determines their propriety as
charges to the property accounts, removes the appropriate brass
tag from his file of unassigned numbers, places it in an envelope,
and forwards the requisitions and envelope to the purchasing
division for preparation of the purchase order. At the same time
a plant property and equipment ledger card is prepared bearing
the asset number assigned and a description of the asset ordered.
This property record card is held in a follow -up file of property
and equipment on order to await notification of the receipt of the
item. Copies of all purchase orders are routed to the receiving
department, accompanied by the envelope containing the brass
property identification tag, to be held until the items are delivered
by the supplier.
Upon receipt of a piece of equipment, a tag is attached thereto
and a receiving document is prepared which describes the asset
and notes the number assigned and the manufacturer's serial number, as well as the department to which it is to be delivered. The
copy of the receiving report, after matching with supplier's invoice and processing in the accounts payable section, is routed to
the property accountant. This receiving report contains all pertinent information to be posted to the Plant Property and Equipment Ledger Card (Exhibit i).
Transfer and Disposal Procedure
The burden of responsibility for notification of transfer, sale,
or demolition of the property is vested in the heads of the various
departments. At first glance it would seem that this is a rather
loose arrangement which could result in discrepancies between the
book and physical inventories of the property, but the internal con-
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trol features described below have eliminated this danger to a
great extent and the cost and budget consciousness of our depar tme nt he ad s h as furt her red uce d th e p oss ibil ity of err or. Although burden centers are not charged with losses nor credited
with gains arising fr om the sale or disposal of assets located
there, they are charged with the monthly depreciation on t he m.
Sup ervis ory i ndi vid ua ls in th ese cent er s a re ever wa tch ful of t he

reports covering the ,property charged to them, which also show
the depreciation charges to their departments.
The P rope rt y Tr an sfer T icke t (E xhi bi t 2) i s us ed for r ecor di ng
tra ns fer s of pr op er ty be twee n d ep ar tme nt s an d forms, t he basis
for consequent reallocation of depreciation charges. It also serves
as notification of the disposal of an asset by sale or demolition. In
the cas e of a trans fer, a ticke t (and supporting schedu les for bulk
tran sfe rs) is prepared by t h e h e a d of the de p a r t me n t t o b e r e lie ved of t he res pon si bil ity for the pr ope rt y a nd is count ers ign ed
b y t h e pe r s on wh o receives it. If a n a s s e t i s t o b e s cr a p p e d or
sold, a ticket is likewise prepared and approved by the proper
authority. Tickets covering tra nsfers between departments and
those applicable to items to be scrapped are processed immediately.
Ti ck et s wh i ch a p p ly t o s a le s of p r op e r ty a re h el d u nt i l t h e y ca n
be ma t ch e d wi t h a cop y of t h e i n voi ce t o t h e p u r ch a s e r a n d t h e
net recovery value determined.
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Although depreciation only is charged to the cost center, the
property is recorded by department in which located. Periodic
inventories of property located in the various departments provide
a further check on the accuracy of the records.
Detailed Uses of Plant Property and Equipment Ledger Cards
As already indicated, individual plant property and equipment
ledger cards are prepared for each item. Upon receipt of the receiving document, the previously prepared ledger card containing
the description and item number, is removed from the follow up
file. The vendor's name, manufacturer's serial number, date acquired, voucher number, original cost, transportation charges, and
vendor's installation charges ( installation costs incurred in the
plant are accumulated and posted from the work orders as completed), are posted to the ledger cards. The estimated life as
indicated by the depreciation schedule is entered and the date of
retirement and monthly depreciation charge are computed from
other data appearing on the card. The department to which the
asset is assigned is noted in the "location record" section. This
section is used also for recording the transfer of property from
one department to another, the information being obtained from
the property transfer ticket which has been described.
The "ultimate disposition record" section of the ledger card
is used to record data pertaining to the sale or scrapping of property and its removal from the asset records. Source documents
consist of the property transfer ticket and copies of the invoice
to the recipient in the event of a sale. If property is sold, the
date, invoice number, method of disposal, and recovered value are
transcribed from the copy of the sales invoice. The original cost is
copied from the data appearing in other sections of the card.
Accumulated depreciation is computed on the elapsed time, and the
net book value is determined. The difference between the recovered value and the net book value is entered as the net gain or loss
on the sale of the asset. Upon notification of scrapping unsalable
items, the property accountant processes the ledger card as outlined for sales, except that an estimated value (based on weight
and current price of saleable scrap material) is entered as recovered value before determining the net loss.
The "maintenance record" section of the ledger card is designed
for recording expenditures for major repairs to property. The
cost of routine maintenance, such as greasing and oiling or re-
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placement of coolants,
etc., is not recorded
on the ledger card,
since they are considered normal operating
expenses.
Maintenance work orders are
issued for major repairs and corrective
action. Costs accumulated on such work
orders are posted to
this section upon completion of the work
or der s.
Excessive
maintenance costs are
reported to management. These reports
frequently form the
basis for determination of policy with regard to replacement of
an asset.
At the beginning of
each year the remaining life of all property
is checked by a review
of the ledger cards.
The cards for items
on which the estimated life will expire
during the year are
flagged for removal
during the month of
expiration. The cards
are removed from the
file at the scheduled
expiration dates and
postings are made to
the appropriate schedules. After insertion
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of a notation "Fully depreciated as of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t h e c a r d s
are filed in the section reserved for fully depreciated property.
Activity Work Sheet and Montbly Property Report
The forms and methods outlined in the preceding paragraphs
are familiar to most accountants in one variation or another.
These are accepted methods for handling a routine assignment,
which cannot be materially changed or improved if property records are to be maintained at all. The streamlining and characteristic feature of the method here described is the determination of
depreciation charges on an individual item basis without going
through the time consuming motions of posting each periodic
amount to the individual plant property and equipment ledger
cards. This desired goal of most property accountants has been attained by adding standardized work sheets and a departmental activity report to the procedure. As a part of this plan, the amount of
depreciation to be charged to each department for the current
month is determined immediately after the end of the previous
month, the schedules of transactions affecting the property accounts are always up to date, the department supervisors are informed of changes promptly and it is not necessary to dig into
old records for depreciation determination at the time that every
available man is required for the year -end closing operations.
The Property Record Work Sheet (Exhibit 3) is designed to
accumulate data pertaining to acquisitions, disposals, transfers in,
transfers out, and items which are fully depreciated. It serves
as the analysis of the monthly activity in the various property accounts in the general ledger to meet the requirements of auditing
and tax return preparation for disclosure of detail. Separate sheets
are maintained for each class of transaction e.g, purchases, items
scrapped, etc. Postings are made from the plant property and
equipment ledger cards. The item number, description, voucher,
work order, or other source document identification number, the
department to which the asset is assigned, the estimated life. in
months, the total acquisition cost, and monthly depreciation charge
are entered in the appropriate columns.
Monthly reports are prepared and submitted to the head of each
cost center to keep him informed of changes in the property inventory and of the current basis for depreciation charges. These
reports are also prepared from the plant property and equipment
ledger cards, with the work sheet as a tracer to activity. After the
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Examrr 4
property r ecord wor k sheet h as been checked ou t with th e general
ledger accounts for the month, the ledger cards for those items

on which there was activity are sorted to cost center designation,
typ e of tr ans action, a nd ki nd of pr op ert y for p os tin g to th e p roperty report. The report form is offered as Exhibit 4.
Tot a l s a t t h e e n d of the pre vious mon th, as called for b y t h e
first line of th e report, are posted from the pr eceding report. Th e
item number, description, code designation, estimated remaining
life, acqu isition cost, and monthly dep reciation are enter ed in the
appropriate columns. Columns are added and the current totals
entered at the bottom. Th e original copy of the report is forwarded to the head of the cost center and a copy is retained in
the property accountant's files. If no activity is recorded for a cost
center dur ing any on e mon t h t h e report ma y b e submitted with
th e wor d "n o n e " writt en across the t ransa ction sect ion.
Summary Schedules for Plants and Cost Centers
The Pr op ert y Invent or y a nd De pre ci ati on Sched ul e ( Exh ib it 5)
consists of two sections. The first section is designed to provide a
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cumulative summary record of all property transactions and the
second section is intended to do the same thing for depreciation
charges. The form is, in substance, a control schedule, maintained
by asset classification for each plant or unit dealt with. These
control figures are adjusted monthly by the total accumulated on
the property record work sheets. Schedules are prepared for each
plant and also for each cost center within the plant, from the
monthly property reports. (If there is no change in status for the
individual cost center, the last -dated schedule remains in effect.)
Both sections of the schedules are prepared as follows: The
asset value at the beginning of the month or depreciation charge
for the previous month is transferred from the preceding report.
The sum of the acquisition costs for the month (or related depreciation charge) is entered in the corresponding column for each
coded item. The value at the end of the month is obtained by adding and subtracting the values posted in each column. These
schedules provide the equivalent of an individual ledger account
for each cost center in the plant, which reflects the inventory value
of fixed assets at the end of the current month and the amount of
departmental depreciation to be charged for the following month.
The standard monthly journal entry charge for depreciation
is prepared from the last line of the property inventory and depreciation schedules for the individual cost centers. The credit to
the reserve account is prepared from the property inventory and
depreciation schedule for the plant as a whole. The journal entry
reflecting the effect upon the books due to sale or retirement of
capital assets is prepared from schedules developed from the data
listed on the property record work sheets and supplementary information accumulated from sales invoices etc.
Summary
This procedure has successfully met the tests of simplicity, accuracy, flexibility, and efficiency, and it has the additional advantage of a low operating cost factor. It provides a basic item property record kept systematically up -to -date and in conformity with
the physical facts. It also provides derived running schedules of
an essentially simple character which cast up for review and book
record the detail of changes in property and depreciation provisions without correspondingly detailed work at closing time.

A COMPLETELY MECHANIZED MATERIAL CONTROL SYSTEM
by W . F. HARPER, Manager, and W . J. McGINNITY, Assistant to the Manager,
Production Control Department, Television Receiver Manufacturing Division,
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.,
East Paterson, N. J.

The procedure described by the authors of this article and applicable especially to companies which assemble numerous purchased parts into a finished product, yielded a three -fold result:
complete and readily available activity and balance record for each
stores item, follow -up report for tardy purchase deliveries, and a
serviceable parts classification by value ranges. It is indicated that
only the use of mechanized equipment made these results obtainable promptly and without excessive clerical labor.
ANUFACT URE RS of a complet e l ine of television equipment, a field in which it pioneered, the company on which
this study is based has experienced recent phenomenal growth. As
the division of the company which manufactures television receivers felt the impact of this growth, its function became particularly important, and not less so because television receivers are
manufactured from hundreds of relatively expensive small parts.
Moreover the industry is advancing, growing, and subject to rapid

M

technological changes.
To reduce to a minimum losses from obsolete material, as well
as the investment in purchased parts inventory, the management
adopted a policy of gearing material purchases directly to production schedules in a manner that allowed only suff=icient lead time
for receiving, inspecting, and delivering the components to the
manufacturing assembly lines. This policy involves many clerical
operations and mathematical computations each time a production schedule is revised. In addition the nature of the industry
requires so many quick changes in schedules that gearing all material purchases directly to production schedules has proven as
difficult as it has seemed necessary.
The management of the Television Receiver Manufacturing
Division decided that this knotty problem could be solved through
the use of high speed punched card equipment. This equipment
has been in operation in the production control department of the
division for eight months. As an installation, it is unique in many
ways but none is more so than the feature which places the entire operation is under the production control department for its
1371
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exclusive use. The machines are not used to perform services of a
plant -wide or company -wide nature. The installation is complete
in character and includes all of the machines utilized in the work
commonly assigned to a punched card section.
When the installation was arranged for, certain definite jobs were
planned to be performed on it. These were in the nature of mathematical and clerical tasks for the material control section, such as
the maintenance of stock records and the preparation of material
requirements by calculating the quantity of parts needed to meet
production schedules. In short, the entire project is looked on as
a complete material control machine, which is supplied with all
the information necessary to obtain desired ends and which is
operated to the fullest extent to realize the objectives. As a consequence, some rather striking results have been obtained.
Less Clerical Time and More Informative Reports
The use of tabulating equipment and procedure at once resulted
in clerical time savings, for which two outstanding examples may
suffice here:
( i ) A reduction in the clerical force necessary to prepare the
stock records from six girls working full time, to one girl
performing filing and miscellaneous clerical operations attendant to preparing posting media.
( 2 ) A reduction from three weeks to from two to four days
in the time necessary to break down a production schedule
into purchase requisitions for the purchasing department.
These are only two items selected from similar results obtained.
Besides the time - saving feature, the advantages through facilitation of production management are even more important. Because
the punched card equipment merely acts on information supplied
to it, it impresses a rigidity upon the entire production control
system that is of real value, rather than otherwise. In addition,
because so much information is punched into cards from which
tabulations and lists can be readily prepared, many valuable reports are available which would not be practicable if ordinary
clerical methods were used. In other words, reports that a production control manager or industrial executive would ordinarily be
reluctant to request, can readily be prepared with slight variation
in routine, since the required information is already on punched
cards and susceptable of mechanical computations and listings.
These advantages, are very real to production management.
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Record of Available Stock to Meet Production Requirements
One of the most important jobs performed on the new equipment is the maintenance of stock records. This is a process
through which stock balances are recorded on punched cards. All
subsequent transactions affecting these balances are punched on
cards from ordinary posting media. Both the stock balance cards
and the transaction cards are fed to the punched card machines,
the mathematical computations made, and new current stock balance cards punched and automatically recorded. This task is performed every week. The mechanical operation, itself, is more
complicated than this brief statement would make it appear, but
the information fed to the machines is basic and is used several
times in various other reports and operations.
The Stock and Planning Record, which is prepared by the
process described, is shown as Exhibit i. Stock balances, with
complete details of all transactions affecting them, are computed
automatically and printed mechanically on an individual sheet for
each part each week. After initial use, these parts sheets are
inter -filed with sheets prepared for the same part number for
previous weeks. As may also be read from the form, the sheets
show for each part:
( i ) The quantity required to complete the manufacturing
schedule for the current production period.
( 2 ) The quantity of the part on hand in the stock room.
(3) The quantity on hand in incoming inspection.
(4) The balance on order.
(5) The total quantity required to complete the entire production schedule.
(6) The excess or deficiency of parts in stock, in inspection
and on order to meet the entire production schedule.
The economy with which this comprehensive record is operated
may be gathered from the fact that the reduction of stock record
staff, mentioned earlier, has been achieved over a period during
which the production schedule was doubled in volume.
Mechanical Preparation of Purchase Requisitions
A tabulating card form is used as a complete purchase requisition. This is the purchasing department's authorization to place
orders for production material. It is prepared completely and
automatically on the punched card equipment and shows part number, quantity to purchase, and a schedule of delivery required.
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The mechanics of its preparation involves introducing certain variable information into
the equipment in the form of
our production schedule by
model. Additional information
in the form of decks of cards
for each of our standard bills of
material, is fed into the equipment. The machines calculate
the quantity of each part required for the production schedule. The equipment is then used
to roll back or subtract from
these delivery schedule requirements any material on hand and
on order which is available for
use. The final results are summary punched in a card for
each item for outside purchase.
W This card is interpreted and de'I livered to the purchasing department as a purchase order
requisition.
An entire production schedule
can now be broken down into
the detailed parts required, in
from two to four days. Previously this operation took from
three to four weeks. In addition, the value of being able
to place purchase order requisitions for millions of dollars
wor th of par ts or to cut ba ck
or cancel purchase order requisitions when changes in schedules
are received, in the short time
required under this mechanized
method, is almost beyond estimate.
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Effective Follow-Up of Purchase Deliveries
In order to reduce the investment in purchased parts to a minimum, deliveries are scheduled closely ahead of production, allowing
only time for receiving, inspecting, and delivering the components
to the assembly lines. Because of the short material handling time
thus allowed, it is necessary to maintain a close follow -up of all
purchased material. As a by- product of our stock and planning
record transactions file, current activity on purchases and receipts
is recorded in a manner which provides for the preparation of the
Purchase Order Follow -Up Report presented as Exhibit z. This
report is designed to show:
( i ) All purchase order numbers, along with the applicable
part numbers, which are behind the purchase delivery
schedule.
(z ) The total quantity behind schedule on each purchase order.
(3) In the case of several purchase orders for a component,
the total quantity of the part behind schedule.
To facilitate its use, the report is prepared in two ways. It is
first arranged by part number sequence for the use of production
control planners who are responsible for the overall control of the
material. In the second version, it is arranged according to purchasing department buyers, listing for each buyer the parts for
which he is responsible. The report serves the purpose of flagging
pending assembly line shortages of material in time to allow corrective action to be taken in preventing production shutdowns.
Again a marked reduction of time, along with improved results,
has been achieved in respect of this report. The follow -up report
previously required eight people two and a half days to complete.
It is now prepared by one operator in twelve hours.
Classifying Materials for Selective Handling
Purchased material is divided into four groups on the basis of
cost. The theory behind this grouping is that the more costly
groups of items should be accorded special care at all points. This
is an obvious technique, but it is one that is more often discussed
than acted upon (except in the case of very expensive items), because of the clerical work involved. However, with our present
installation, it has proven practical to analyze all purchased material in terms of cost because:
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These figures indicate that 1 2 per cent of the number of parts
purchased (Class A plus Class B) account for 86 per cent of the
cost of the direct material purchased to produce telesets. In order
to reduce the average investment in raw material inventory and
thereby increase the available working capital, the lead time on
Class A materials was drastically reduced and the delivery of all
A and B items were scheduled more closely. In order to reduce
handling costs, the Class D items, representing only 3 per cent
of the value of material used but 63 per cent of the number of
items handled, were scheduled for a single delivery rather than
periodic deliveries. This policy cuts costs on inexpensive items.
Proper Preparation for Macbine Installation Is Essential
This article has been confined to a discussion of end results
obtained by our mechanized material control system, with little
reference to difficulties or the preparatory work involved in making the operation successful. Nevertheless, the results achieved
in cutting departmental expenses and speeding up scheduling
operations can be largely attributed to the sound planning, design,
and careful supervision of the required procedures.
There is nothing more important in work of this nature than
an interested management. The authors, and others who worked
on the installation of this punched card routine, are indebted to
the management of the division for faith in the ultimate success
of the venture, especially necessary during its difficult, formative
stages.
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Control of Proposed Parf and Process Changes
Technological progress in the aircraft industry is setting a terrific pace
(a situation not entirely untrue of many other industries also). In many
cases products are obsoleted before production tools can be designed and
manufactured. Products on which prototypes have been furnished and
approved bear little, if any, resemblance to the article which is finally
manufactured in production quantities. These constant changes present an
endless problem of minimizing the cost of making such changes without
interfering with progressive development and improvement of products or
discouraging the creative mind by the inference that genius can at times be
very expensive.
Make -up

of

Engineering Change Control Board

Several methods may be taken to exercise control over engineering
changes. In most cases, what may be called the middle road is advisable,
i.e., sufficient control is retained, without impeding the progress of the
creative engineer, to give top level management which is responsible for
the execution of these changes, an opportunity to review each problem before a change is actually made. The first step necessary to secure the
proper control is for management to appoint an engineering change control
board. This board should be composed of top -level supervision and will
discharge the responsibility of the latter to review and to approve or reject
all engineering changes. The production control manager acts as the chairman of the Engineering change control board and issues a complete report
to management on all actions taken by the board. The board members and
their duties are appropriately stated as follows :
Chief product engineer— Originates all engineering changes and presents to the board his reasons as to why the change is necessary.
Production manager— Advises board as to manufacturing problems
which may arise due to the proposed change and the cost involved,
insofar as the manufacturing division is concerned.
Production control manager— Advises board as to the company position with respect to materials and advises also on production
schedule problems which may be encountered if the proposed
change is adopted.
Sales manager— Advises board as to customers' probable reaction with
respect to the proposed change and the effect the change will have
on the product's competitive position.
Purchasing agent— Advises board as to the vendor's situation with
respect to any materials proposed to be bought or processed, and
the manufacturing problems, if any, which the vendor may encounter.
Factory accountant — Summarizes estimated cost of proposed changes,
advises board of any unusual effect which the proposed change may
have on operations, and presents the actual cost of each change
upon its completion.
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PROPOSED ENGINE ERING CHANGE AND COST ESTIMATE
Part. No.

Part Name

Job Ord. No.

❑

❑

❑

Type of Change:

❑

❑

Source of Change:

❑

Date

Customer Engineering Manufacturing Demand Improvement Economy
Nature of Proposed Change:
References: (Letters, verbal, etc.)
Proposed Program for Making Change Effective:
Is Interchangeability Affected?
Ye s . . . . . .
Production: Use.... Scrap.... Rework....
Service:
Use.... Scrap.... Rework... .

No . . . . . .
Transfer to Service....

SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED COST
Plant
Obsolescence: Production
Service
Rework of Materials
Tools: Rework
New
Total Cost
Equipment —New and Rework
Effect on Selling Price
Increase......

Vendor

Ma t 'l . .. . .. . .. . La bor .. . .. . .. . . T ot a l. . .. . .. . . .

Decrease......

Approved - Rejected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Re q u e s t e d By . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For the Engr. Chg. Board
Chief Engineer
EXHIBIT 1
Originating the Proposal
Looking toward the board's action, proposals for engineering changes are
initiated on a form, the face and reverse of which are shown as Exhibits 1
and 2, respectively. In effect this form launches an investigation of the
project on the basis of a summary of the pertinent data respecting its cost.
The form is originated by the engineering department with the insertion
of all the necessary information to allow the other departments involved to
proceed with the estimate of cost. On Exhibit 1, all sections must be completed by the engineering staff with the exception of the section for
estimated cost. On Exhibit 2, which has extreme pertinence as relating
to the parts required or superseded by the change, information to be entered
upon origination is limited to part number, part name, and nature of
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change. The remaining
columns are used by the
factory accounting de-
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Tile preparation of the
form, so fa r as its principa l items a re concerned,
follows a genera l pa ttern.
The requ est- sou rce of the
change is first entered to
show whether the customer or the engineering
or ma nu fa c tu rin g dep a rtments brou ght t he ma tter
up. In most instances,
this informa tion affects
the final allocation of
costs involved. Attention
is nea t directed to the
type of change proposed.
Informa tion as to the
necessity of the cha nge is
given.
Whenever the
customer requests the
change, the block capt i o n e d "dema nd" is
checked. In addition, one
Of the other two block s is
checked because changes
sought by the customer
necessarily either improve
the product or affect cost
reductions (price reductions to him) by design
change or elimination of
unnecessary
"ga dgets."
The space for the nature
of the cha nge is provided
so that a brief factual
resu me of wh a t will ha ve
to be done to effect it,
ma y be offered. T he "reference' section which
follows is also pa rt of
the identification of the
project. It is included
for those instances in
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which the cost is to be collected from a customer. Oral agreements with
customers' engineers are of little value. They must be confirmed by a
customer's purchase order.
The remaining sections above the cost estimate data concern action which
the proposal will require. The proposed program for making the change
effective affords identification of the point in time at which the change is
desired to be made. The customer may demand a change on a certain date
or after a certain number of units have been delivered. For obvious reasons,
if the change has been requested by engineering or manufacturing departments, the program will be based on the most economical point at which the
change can be made. The question whether or not the change will affect
interchangeability of parts is very important because it determines whether
obsolescence will result on the order or in stock. Sometimes old parts which
will be outmoded may be used up in servicing the product.
Accumulation of Data to Underlie Board Action
The foregoing comprise the entries made in starting the change form on
its way. From the listing which appears below, it will be apparent that the
departments represented on the engineering change control board receive
copies and prepare data responsive to the proposal, which will facilitate deliberations of the board. The following outline of material worked up will
make this clear:
Production department —
(1) Inventory obsolescence, if any, as of a predetermined date or after
a certain number of current units have been delivered, as shown by
the proposal. Obsolescence at the most economical point is shown
likewise.
(2) Rework cost by part number and quantity, with the same considerations as given to obsolescence.
(3) New tools required.
(4) Rework cost of tools.
(5) Estimated material and labor cost for new parts. Material and /or
labor increase or decrease in cost of old parts is disclosed where
operations are added or deleted by the change or where material
specifications are affected.
(6) Equipment requirements: new, rework, or obsolete. (This point
cannot be overlooked inasmuch as idle equipment may result. On
the other hand, procurement of new equipment, where capacity may
be available, may result in cost reductions on other parts which are
not affected by the change.)
Purchasing department —
If purchased parts are involved, secures the same type of data from
vendor as prepared by the production department for manufactured parts.
Factory accounting department —
Receives data accumulated by production and purchasing departments
and applies cost factors. These costs are summarized and entered on
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the form in a section captioned "Summary of Estimated Cost" for presentation to the board.
Sales department—
Prepares a report as to the customer's viewpoint with respect to the
change. The effect on the competitive position or the possibility of a
selling price increase, when a cost increase is involved, is outlined. In
the case of a demand change, collection for charges may be difficult due
to a misunderstanding between the customer and the engineering department. In such cases, the change must have a negotiated status before
the board will take action. When cost reductions are indicated, the product's future must be forecast to determine if the cost of the change can
be absorbed on forecasted future business. Otherwise, there is no purpose
in making it. However, failure to make the change may result in "sudden death" to a product. Conversely, a proposed change may result in
a cost increase but may stimulate the sales of a product to such an extent that the change would be advisable, even though a reduction in
margin would be experienced.
Consideration , Approval, and Adoption

The proposed change, when presented to the engineering change control
board, has thus been explored from all angles. Unless the engineer has
supplementary information, the disposition will be based on the facts so assembled. If the change is approved, the board determines the allocation of
the charges. On "demand" changes, where the board feels that the customer
should stand the cost of making the change and the sales department is unable to collect, the loss is a proper assessment to selling costs.
When the board approves a change, the factory accounting department assigns a job order to the form. The form then serves as a check list to
insure proper and complete accumulation of charges. Upon completion of
the change, the factory accounting department advises the board of discrepancies between actual and estimated cost, so that proper corrective steps may
be taken, and also advises the sales department of the amount to charge the
customer, when the charges are to be collected in this way.
Proper control of engineering changes provides assurance for management that expenses resulting from engineering changes will be held to a
minimum. Obsolescence and re -work costs are recorded on a current basis
inasmuch as the check list provides sufficient information for the factory
accountant to enforce (with the assistance of the board, if necessary) disposal of materials and re -work in accordance with the proposed change program. Prompt removal of obsolete stock from production stores insures
delivery of a product in accordance with customer's specifications. When
the customer is to pay, the procedure as a whole enables the sales department to invoice a customer promptly for engineering change costs and, if
necessary, to furnish the customer with an estimated cost.
Contributed by

WiLL1Am
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INTERPRETATION OF EARNINGS CHANGES IN AN

OIL COMPANY
By E. W. KORSMEYER,
Secretary, Cities Service Refining Corporation,
Lake Charles, La.

Over -all changes in sales and cost of sales tend to be inscrutable
composites in lines in which the picture is impracticable ofcompletion by carrying analysis of performance against budget or of
variance from standard costs (where either of these devices is
used) through to final profit and loss. This paper offers a practical
Procedure for accounting for the differences between sales and
cost of sales from one period to another in terms of principal
causes. In the case of changes in sales, the breakdown is limited
to the factors of price and volume. Analysis of changes in cost of
sales is detailed to numerous contributing influences.

of us who have the responsibility of preparing earnings
T HOSE
statements for top executives know from experience that the
first thing they do is to look at the bottom line which shows net
earnings. If the result which appears there is equal to or better
than anticipated, everybody is happy and the world is, after all, a
fine place to live in. Incidentally (and perhaps not deservedly),
the accountant rises in favor. If, on the other hand, net earnings
should fall short of expectations, every responsible executive from
the top on down will want to know what caused the decline, and
rightly so. Should the accountant be unable to give a satisfactory
explanation, he is by no means as favorably regarded. While
this may in general portray typical reactions towards earnings
changes, it may be added here that the accountant is equally at
fault if he does not know the causes of earnings increases as well
as of decreases.
Since this is a case study, a little background is in order. The
company in question purchases its crude oil and some of its blending stocks. Not all the crude run in any one month is fully processed into finished products in the same month. Some of it is
carried over into the next month as materials in process (distillates). Likewise, not all the finished products produced in any
one month are sold within the same month, some of them being
carried forward in inventories. Manufacturing costs, i.e., cost of
1383
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crude run plus man ufactu ri ng ex-

penses are apportioned to products
under what is known as the market
price method which has been defined as `a method whereby common costs are allocated to the several commodities in proportion to
the relative market value of the
products obtained." Crude run is
costed at an annual basis price on
what is commonly referred to as the
"lifo" method of costing. Refined
oils are carried in stock under what
is known as the average price
method, i.e., sales are costed at
weighted average cost of opening
inventory plus acquisitions, and
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To t he u ni n i ti a t ed i t ma y a p pe a r
that it sh ould be a simple mat ter to
dete rmi ne t he reas ons for ea r n in gs
variations. However, nothi ng could

be further from the tru th. In fact
I defy any one to give an intelligent
explanation of earnings changes in
a set up such as is outlined above,
merely by comparing the various
items in the conventional form of
earnings statement for one period
with that of another. T h e reason,
of course, is that the earnings statement items�—�particularly sales and
cost of sales�—which reflect the influence of a number of different

factors.
In order to determine the earn-
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ings effect of these various factors, we have developed methods
of analysis which will be outlined here. The purpose of the
analysis is roughly to account for earnings changes resulting from
changes in sales and cost of sales, by factors or influences responsible. It should be stated at the outset that no claim is made for
absolute accuracy. Items are shown in thousands of dollars and
no attempt is made to account for all of the differences in cost of
the total and if the figures are used only for the purpose intended.
sales. However, this should not detract materially from the result if the unaccounted for difference does not exceed (say) 5% of
Changes in Sales: Price and Physical Volume
Changes in total value of sales may result from changes in volume and type of products sold or to changes in prices. Consequently the difference in sales value from period to period on individual commodities is broken down as to due to change in volume
and due to change in price, through the use of what for want
of a better name we shall call a volume -price formula. It is along
the lines of this formula that Exhibit i is constructed. The separation there displayed is arrived at as follows:
Extend current period sales quantities by prior period sales
prices and compare the result of this extension with aggregate sales
for both the prior and current periods. The difference between the
computed amount and the prior period sales is the amount due to
change in volume. The difference between the computed amount
and current period is the amount due to change in price. It should
be noted that, related to sales totals, the amount arrived at as due
to change in volume is in fact a composite representing the portion
of the change in dollar sales which is due to change in volume and
change in type of products sold.
It will be seen from the next section of this paper that the foregoing formula is made use of also in tracking down the causes of
changes in cost of sales.
Changes in Cost of Sales Application of Procedure
To make an intelligent analysis of cost of sales, it is well to have
before us a clear picture of how cost of sales is arrived at, as well
as an enumeration of the factors which influence the variations in
unit cost prices. To this end a chart has been prepared which is
shown as Exhibit z. The starting point in an analysis of cost of

Significa nt Fa cto rs in Ana lysis of Cha ng es in Co st o f S a l e s

Factors wh ic h influence unit cost prices
in yield f r o m c ru d e
run

w
00
a

Disposition of refined
oils

Sources of refine d o ils
Opening inventory
Pu rch a sed oils

Closing inventory

Materials in process
(distilla tes)
Blended ma teria l
—T ota l to a ccou n t for
(stock ledger figu re)

(1) Changes in crude
pr i c e
(2) Changes in crude
thruput

(3 ) Cha nges in ma nu f a c t u r i n g expenses
(4 ) Cha nges in liquid
recovery

Cost of sales
(Av e r a g e price
met ho d)

—Yield from crude

—Cost of sales

run

(5 ) Cha nges in credit
for gas and oil
used by compa ny

Cost of sales
lifo" a dju stment

(6) Changes in type
of produ cts manufactured

z
a
n
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oils,

sales changes is the stock ledger figure arrived at by adding acquisitions from all sources to the opening inventory. This aggregate
figure we shall call "total to be accounted for."
On the theory that if all factors entering into the current period
operation were the same as for the prior period there should be
the difference shown
no change in unit cost prices of refined
as due to price as determined by the application of the volume price formula to the totals to account for of successive periods is
the amount which must be analyzed both as to source and disposition.
Closing inventory and over -all cost of sales should be also analyzed by the application of the volume -price formula to the figures
for the periods being compared, the latter after eliminating the
"lifo" adjustment. Two separate schedules may be used for this.
Obviously, since the unit cost prices for the various commodities
are identical for all three schedules, the sum of the break -down
items of closing inventory and cost of sales either as to "due to
volume" or "due to price" should equal the like separation on
"total to account for." Having thus established and controlled the
total amount representing change in unit cost prices and, moreover, having determined —by application of our formula to cost of
sales and closing inventories —the portion thereof which went
into cost of sales and the amount which was retained in closing
inventory, the next step is to trace back the source of the changes
in unit cost prices following the outline of change causes presented

io¢

in Exhibit 2.
In case of continuous monthly earnings analysis, no breakdown
would be necessary for the difference between opening inventories
for the reason that last month's closing inventory becomes this
month's opening inventory and hence the breakdown of the difference between last month's closing inventories can be carried forward. In the cases of purchased oils or of additions to stock resulting from the completion of materials in process or from blending several materials, unit cost price changes would be involved.
For example if a product priced at 8¢ per gallon is combined with
per gallon, the average book
a product carried on the books at
cost price of the recipient product will be influenced downward
by an amount equal to 2 ¢ multiplied by the number of gallons so
added. In view of the similarity of the method of calculating the
price effect of acquisitions of the above three types, they may be
combined and the price effect determined on the composite figure.
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF CAUSES OF CHANGES IN EARNINGS
(Figures in thousands of dollars; negative effects on profits appear
in parentheses)
--- previous
current ppe er ri ioodd . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Net earnings
Net
earnings —
In creas e t o acco u nt fo r . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .

Total price effect of changes in
yield f r o m c r u d e r u n . . . . . . . . . . . .
(d) Unaccounted for

as

$ xax
xxx
(xx)
(x)
(xXx)

$( xx)
xx
xx

Balance to cost of s a l e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
xxx
Increased selling, general and administrative e x p e n s e . . . . . . . . .
Decreased nonoperating i n c o m e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Decreased int ere st and other c h a r g e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Increased "l i fo" inventory a d j u s t m e n t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Increased income t a x e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total

zz

xx

Total decrease in unit cost p r i c e s . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less amount in closing i n v e n t o r y . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

$

$

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

Accounted for by:
1. Increased gross sales resulting from change in sales volume
and type of products s o l d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. Incre ase d gross sal e s result i ng from incre ase d sal es pri ces.....
3. Increased s a l e s a l l o w a n c e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4. Decreased other operating g r o s s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S. Increased cost of sales resulting from change in sales volume
and type of products s o l d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. Decreased cost of sales due to decreased unit prices resulting
from:
(a) Effect of difference in opening inventories on
unit prices
( x)
(b) Effect of differences in purchased oils, processing
of distillates and bl e n d i n g o p e r a t i o n s . . . . . . . . . . .
xx
(c) Effect of yield from crude run
(1) Decre ased cost of crude run due to
decreased price
...
...... $
xx
(2) Effe ct of i ncre ase d crude thruput .
xx
3 Decreased manufacturing expenses
xxx
4 Increased liquid r e c o v e r y . . . . . . . .
xx
(5) Decreased credit for gas and oil
used by c o m p a n y . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(x)
(6) Effect of differences in type of
product s manufactured from crude
ru n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(xxx)

Xxx
$ xxx

xxx
(x)
(x )
x
axx
(xx

above . .... ... .... ... .... ... ...
E xHimT 3

However, for the purpose of determining effect of change in price
structure to be explained later, it is desirable in addition to break
down the difference in purchases as between amounts due to voltune and due to price. Next the difference in yield from crude for
the periods under consideration is analyzed by the application of
the volume -price formula.
Tracing Changes in Costs to Specific Causes
Having thus analyzed all the items entering into "total to account for ", it now remains to reconcile the changes determined as
due to price in respect of the three cost factors with amount due to
price on total to account for. This cannot be done exactly, for the
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reason that, unless either the quantities or the prices for the periods
compared are the same for all like items, the application of the volume price formula to the total will not produce a breakdown equal
to the sum of breakdown amounts of the individual items.
There are several viewpoints which may be taken as to disposition of the difference. One is to regard it as another factor
which may either be separately stated or included in an unaccounted for item. Since, in actual practice, it is relatively small
and also because it would be very difficult to explain, I favor including it as an unaccounted for item if it is regarded a change
factor. The other viewpoint is that the amounts of change due to
price as calculated on the individual items are the correct amount
of the price effect, and that the change due to price as determined
for "total to account for" merely governs the rate at which it is
absorbed in cost of sales. Under this interpretation both the
"total to account for" and the closing inventory are adjusted for
the discrepancy. Over a period of time this will fluctuate back and
forth and will tend to equalize. It may, however, temporarily reflect cost changes suspended in inventories which appear to be out
of alignment with actual developments.
Analyzing yield from crude as to the factors which influence
the unit cost prices is perhaps the most important move in the procedure and is accomplished by determining, through the best
method available, the amount by which each factor influences such
prices. In our case, these factors and their influence are as follows:
i. Change in crude price —Since crude stocks are carried on
a single group "lifo" basis, the volume -price formula is
applied only to the total of all crude run for the respec-

2.

tive periods.
Changes in crude throughput —The cost per barrel of
throughput for the respective periods is determined by
dividing the manufacturing expense of the prior period
by the barrels of throughput for each period. The current month's throughput, extended by the difference in
throughput cost, represents the amount by which unit cost
prices were influenced by change in throughput.

;. Changes in manufacturing expenses —Total change is
analyzed by classified accounts.
Note: With reference to ( 2 ) and (3) above, there is,
of course, another method of considering changes in
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CONDENSED STATEMENT ACCOUNTING FOR EARNINGS CHANGES

$

$

$

$

(Figures in thousands of dollars; negative effects on profits shown
in parentheses
Net earnings— current per iod . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .
xxx
Net earnings — previous period .. ...............................
xxx
Increase to account for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
xx
Accounted for by:
1. Change in volume and type of products sold................
xx
2. Change in price structure.. ...............................
xxx
3. Change in results from manufacturing operations..........
xx
4. Change in amount of increased or decreased unit costs
suspended in inventories ...............
xx
5. Change in "lifo" inventory adjustment .....................
(xxx)
6. Miscellaneous changes ( n et ) . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .
(xx)
Tota l a s a bove . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .
xx
EXHIDrr 4
these items. For example, the position could be taken
that there is no change in manufacturing expense unless the expense per barrel run in the respective periods
changed. One disadvantage of this method is that the
change in manufacturing expense could not be identified by classified accounts and another is that indirect
expenses do not fluctuate in the same proportion as
does the volume.
4. Changes in liquid recovery —The unit price effect of
changes in liquid recovery is determined by applying the
difference in percentage rate of recovery for the respective periods to the total manufacturing cost (cost of
crude plus manufacturing expenses) of the current
period.
5. Changes in credit for oil and gas used by company —The
value of these products is charged to manufacturing expenses. Hence any changes in the offsetting credit must
be taken into account.
6. Changes in type of products manufactured —The unit
price effect of these changes is determined by removing
current period yield from crude from current period
"total to account for" and substituting therefore a calculated yield from crude based upon prior period percentage yields. The application of the volume -price formula
to a comparison of the two results will determine the unit
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price effect of these changes. It should be noted, however, that this method will include with the result, the
difference due to change in percent of liquid recovery
and since this has been accounted for separately under
(4) above, it should be eliminated from the result obtained.
The algebraic sum of the unit price effects of all of the above
factors should approximately equal the difference due to price as
determined for yield from crude. Any difference may be shown
as a separate unaccounted for item.
Detailed and Summary Reports ofEarnings Changes by Causes
Having thus broken down the changes in sales and cost of sales
for the respective periods, into their elements, the difference in net
earnings for the two periods may be stated somewhat as shown
in Exhibit 3. This statement, while excellent for use of the accountant and operating executives who are very familiar with the
conditions, is too detailed for presentation to top flight executives.
For such purposes the statement can be condensed by reassembling the various elements as to major cause. Such a condensation is shown in Exhibit 4. Examples of possible item combination are as follows:
(t) Items t and 5 both deal with change due to volume and
type of products sold. The two may be combined and
the net result shown as the increase or decrease in
earnings clue to change in volume and type of products
sold.
Items 2, part of 6b and 6c -i all deal with changes
in purchase or sales prices and these may, therefore, be
combined and the net effect shown under the heading of
change in price structure. If desired, item 3 may also
be included under this heading. (With reference to item
6b, the part involved in this connection is the difference
due to change in price of the purchased oils which should
be determined as a separate operation through the use
of the volume -price formula.)
(3) The balance of item 6b after elimination of the amount
due to change in price of the purchased oils, items
6c-2, 6c -3, 6c -4, 6c -5, 6c -6 and 6d may be combined
and the net effect considered as the change in unit costs

(2)
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resulting from change in results from manufacturing
operations.
(4) Item 6a and the amount in closing inventory may be
combined and the net result considered as the difference
in the amount of increased or decreased unit costs suspended in opening and closing inventories.
An Open Door to Useful Comparisons
One advantage of this procedure for comparing earnings for
different periods is that it makes possible a comparison, not only
of succeeding months, but also of one month with the same month
the previous year or for that matter, with any prior month. The
procedure works best in a line of business where there are not
too many products manufactured and where there is a fair degree
of consistency in the products manufactured from month to month.
Open end items, i.e., items represented in the current period but
not in the prior period, present a problem. It is known that they
contain a part of the overall change in costs but to determine what
amount involves arbitrary decisions which are likely to contain
an element of error. One method of resolving this difficulty is to
assume that the price change was the same, percentage -wise, as
that of the product most nearly resembling it or containing most
nearly the same basic ingredients.
It may be noted that it is essential, if the procedure outlined is
to be applied workably, for separate stock accounts to be kept for
each product. Grouping stocks by classes and carrying stock accounts for the groups only would destroy the effectiveness of the
volume -price formula on which the change analysis procedure in
large part depends.

A PAPER MILL ACCOUNTS FOR ITS SELLING COSTS
By IRVING C. BARNES
Head of Cost & Statistical Department, Strathmore Paper Co.,
West Springfield, Mass.

The text and forms of the present article make it clear that,
under the related procedure, it is thought worth while to probe
in considerable detail into the effectiveness of field sales effort.
In addition, there is developed the outline — likewise illustrated—
of methods for accumulating and maintaining information on
the marginal profit and net profit yielded by company operations
in individual product lines and individual cities. It is indicated
that executives at various levels receive the results of these
analyses in somewhat differing forms.

HIS paper describes .a plan of sales or distribution cost accounting developed by the sales research department of a
hypothetical concern, the XYZ Paper Co. During the years that
production was speeded up to supply the needs of rapidly growing markets, major problems in factory cost accounting were met
and solved. Not so the problems of distribution cost accounting.
However, with increased competition came the realization that
there was a great need for the control of these expenses. As sales
volume drops, extra effort to get orders naturally increases the
unit selling cost and executives begin to look for a method of
analyzing and reducing the component items.
The control of field selling expense is greatly different from
the control of variables in factory costs. It is a cost, however,
which affects materially the volume of business obtained and
properly receives considerable and continuous attention. It is not
practical to set an exact task for any one day which might be
picked out. Yet, by careful study, an average task per day applicable to field sales personnel may be developed over a period
of time. Standard costs of these average tasks can be determined
and variations from standard may be controlled.
In the XYZ Paper Co., a sales plan is carefully worked up in
October and November for the succeeding year. The volume of
business expected is determined and used to set up the production schedules of the mills. Since the sales plan is made up by
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X Y Z PAPER COMPANY
DAYS TRAVELED AND FIELD SELLING EXPENSE

Period No.

Ending

Salesman

Period

Budget

Actual

Year to Date

Budget

Actual

Scheduled
for Year

DAYS TRAVELED
Per Diem
Budget

FIELD SELLING EXPENSE
Travel
Railroad
Pullman
Plane
Auto, Taxi, etc.
Total Travel
Living Expenses
Entertainment & Misc.
Total Expenses
General (Registration
fees, etc.)

EXHIBIT 2

lines and territories, salesmen's schedules, as well, can be (and
are) made up from it. These schedules then become the volume
budget for the year, subject to revision each period as the requirements of each territory may demand. However, it is not
volume alone which is scheduled. As indicated in the preceding
paragraph, the objective is to set task for the sales force and to
record, accumulate, study and fairly interpret variances. In the
sections of the article which immediately follow, the principal
forms employed in this process are described.
Field Selling Control — Introducing the "Seven Sisters"
In all, the company has seven basic forms for accumulating and
reporting sales and information related to selling costs. The battery of information starts with a quartet of four -week period re-
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REPORT OF SALES ACTIVITY AND RESULTS
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EX H IBIT 3

ports. In Exhibit i, Record of Calls on Customers, is shown the
method used to accumulate the budgeted and actual calls made
both in cities and by salesmen. This is posted by periods from
reports received daily from men in the field. It displays budgeted
and actual calls for each period and in total. In its essence, this
is a backbone record related to the salesman's use of his time,
although it does not indicate degree of thoroughness in calls
represented. The dollars of outlay incurred by the salesman come
to the fore in Exhibit s, Days Travelled and Field Selling Expense. This is used to show the budgeted and actual expense of
field selling. The budget is set up by pricing the number of days
scheduled in Exhibit i. Standard allowances are used for hotels, meals and entertainment. Actual railroad or air line fares
are determined for the various cities in which the men are scheduled to make calls. If a salesman uses his own automobile, the
budget is set by estimating the miles to be traveled, at a standard
allowance per mile.
Exhibit 3, Report of Sales Activity and Results, is also a
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fou r we e k p e r iod r ep or t summarizing
in its upper portion the calls made and
the sales activity of each territory and,
in its lower p ortion, showing sales resul ts i n doll ars for t he p eri od a nd cumulatively, together with placement or
withdrawal of lines. In this report
calls made to merch ants are separ ated
fr om those made to merchants' customers. The figures related to particular lines are supported by detail reports
which show lines changes by cities.
New lines are thus followed up and
properly distributed in each ter ritory.
T h e relationship of sales results and
selling expense is the p oint of the Exhibit 4, Sales and Sales Expense by
Territories. Like the others, this is a
fou r we e k r ep or t . In it sales are accumulated as in Exhibit 3. T h e expense section is totaled fr om Exhibit
a. Administrative expense is prorated
on a direct proportion of dollars of
sales. Th e exhibit feat ures as a final
column ratios of expense, by terri-

tories, to sales.
There are also two weekly reports,
Exhibit 5, Weekly Report of Orders
and Sales, and Exhibit 6, Weekly Report of Sales, Shipments, and Price.
These give a quick, accurate and comprehensive weekly summary of the related factors. Comparisons with budgets and previous years' activity permit
constant checking of actual results
with expectations.
In working up shipment data necessary for the weekly reports, the company has devised a method of assembly of information which serves several
purposes. The daily shipments are ac-
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cumulated by pounds, dollars, lilies, and cities through the use
of peg board, punch card or other means, depending on the volume of items. These figures are summarized in detail on a form
such as is shown in Exhibit 7, Sales Analysis. This provides a
column for the past two years' sales, a column for the year and
period budget, and columns for e a ch of thirteen four -week periods with a six - period and year total. Copies of these reports
are sent to the salesmen each period and are returned to the sales
statistical department for posting. This gives each salesman a deWeekly Report of Sales, Shipments, and Price
Week Ending
Week

Budget

Actual

Total for Year to Date
o f � � _ ')
gad_ qve€
Gat your
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Price per Pound
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tailed picture of his territory and an up -to -date record of the purchases of each of his customers by lines.
The seven reports which have been briefly described, provide
the necessary information for formulating plans, controlling expenses and checking results. The frequency of these reports permits the enlargement, reduction, or changing of plans as current
conditions warrant. The variations from schedules or budgets
indicate where the plan is exceeded or not met. Questionable
items can be analyzed readily from supporting reports and prompt
arrangements made to correct or to provide for unexpected situations.
An Eye On Advertising Costs
Advertising, like field selling, is an expense which has a decided effect on sales volume and on profits. Advertising costs
must be kept in line with sales, but it is also important that advertising be concentrated on the lines and cities which profit
most from it. It is easily conceivable that the cost of advertising
in a certain city might be so great that no profit remained f rom
the volume of business done there. Distribution of advertising
must, therefore, be as carefully budgeted as are sales. For this
reason advertising costs are set up by the XYZ Paper Co. in detail by lines and cities and checked periodically against budgets.
The assembly of costs by line for sample books, folders, direct
advertising, etc., is handled much as factory costs are handled.
Proper accounts are opened for lines or items. Labor, material
and overhead is charged to them.
However, distribution of this type of expense to cities and
lines, is difficult. Moreover, the value of the advertising may last
longer than one year and an average must be worked out as to
the length of time a sample book, for instance, will be useful,
including the usefulness of reprintings. This is necessary to avoid
apparent fluctuations on expense from year to year, caused by
charging in one year the cost of advertising material having a
longer life.
The Matter of Profitability of Lines and Territories
It is safe to assume that, in many industries as in the paper
industry, particular product items or lines are carried which do
not yield a profit when all costs have been properly charged to
them. These lines are carried to satisfy the demands of the trade
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or to meet competition. When the productive capacity of a mill
or plant is far below normal, these lines, although they show
little or no profit, do help to absorb overhead and thus sustain the
financial condition of the company. The situation is true, of
course, only as long as equipment is operating at less than full
capacity. When production increases, these lines or items, if made,
occupy equipment which otherwise might be producing on profitable business and may possibly be fit candidates for elimination.
As a measure of results in this connection, net profit by cities or
salesmen would be inadequate, for such a measure would fail to
show the contribution to the financial stability of a company made
at times by a volume of low profit margin product. If low profit
or non profit lines were summarily dropped, the company would
have a greater underabsorbed expense and, consequently, a lower
net profit. A proper comparison of the results of operations by
cities, territories, or lines for this purpose is dependent, therefore,
on the development of another indicator. The indicator as set up
in the plan of the XYZ Paper Co. shows the amount of fixed expense absorbed by the line or city. To put this another way, the
"index" is a statement of profit before overhead charges and shows
the amount remaining from operations in each city, territory or
line to reduce overhead after all direct costs for manufacturing
and selling have been met.
Used together, the two types of statements, i.e., product (city,
territory) net profit and product (city, territory) net profit before
overhead charges, provide a basis for determination of sales policy
and activity. It is essential to consider profit when planning rather
than sales volume, for profit is the real objective of the company.
It often happens that a city with low sales volume rates in high
profit lines will yield the company more than a city with high sales
in low profit items.
Reporting Procedure Keyed to Profitability Tests
The sales control plan develops a report which shows complete
costs and profit figures and which may be condensed as is shown
by the illustrative forms to be cited. The sales executive is provided with a record of the complete cost, profit, and profit before
overhead charges on all lines. This may be (and currently is) accumulated from the time the line originated, until it is dropped. It
has great value in determining sales and advertising plans.
Through this information, it becomes apparent when a line has
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ANALYSIS OF PROFIT

Net Profit
$

Sales
$

Line or City

Profit Before
Overhead
Charges
% to
Sales

% to
Sales

Eaazerr 9
served its usefulness and should be discontinued and also what
contribution a low profit line or item is making to the financial
condition of the company. These reports may be prepared as often
as needed. In the case of our hypothetical company, twice a year
is the present policy although annually or quarterly might be practicable in some cases.
Exhibit 8, Profit Analysis, shows the form developed to assemble the data which makes up this report, in an orderly and
logical manner. Exhibit 9 is a condensed form on which the results may be summarized for groups of lines or cities, as may be
desired. A brief explanation is given in the succeeding paragraphs
of the items called for by the detailed form and also some explanation of the method used in grouping the items. It will be
noted that Exhibit 8 includes three types of information related
to: (I) sales, (2) direct costs, (3) and overhead charges.
The market factor column indicates the volume of sales which
may be expected from each city. It is used only in the preparation
of city records and is arrived at after a careful study by the sales
research department, in which local conditions as well as general
business conditions receive consideration. The remaining columns
in the sales section are self - explanatory. They relate the sales of
the line or in the particular city to total sales (in the case of cities,
house accounts are excluded in order to deal only with field selling), show physical and dollar volume of sales, and average realization per pound of product.
The direct cost section of the report is constructed to display the
items necessary to be deducted from sales to give profit before
overhead charges and thus show relative contributions of the various lines and cities to fixed costs and profits.
Advertising costs, including overhead, are distributed to lines
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and cities as has been described. The "days" column under field
expense is information data accumulated from Exhibit i a nd is
used only on the city sheets. It shows the number of days a salesman spends in each city for the period covered by the report. Field
selling expense dollars are given as in Exhibit z (not including
selling administrative, which is not affected by the volume of
sales). For the city report, the item of freight is the applicable
rate multiplied by the pounds shipped to the city in question.
Freight in the line report, is based on the distribution of the line
by cities, multiplied by the various freight rates to those cities.
Shipping costs are charged on a flat hundred weight rate based on
pounds shipped. Sales allowances represent actual allowances as
made, by line and city. Sales discount is prorated on percentage
of dollar sales.
T o arrive at full costs related to line or city, it is necessary to
include a cost of sales figure. Hence standard cost prices representing the standard inventory value (less shipping cost) of each
line, as set up in the standard cost division of the factory control
department, are made use of. These costs (after deducting the
fixed overhead charges) are applied to the pounds shipped for
each line to get the cost of goods sold total. For the city records
the various lines sold are priced separately and accumulated.
The remainder of the standard inventory value (the fixed overhead charges which were deducted above) is included in manufacturing overhead in the overhead charges section of the form. Included here also are sales overhead and additions and deductions
from income. Both categories are pro -rated on the dollar sales.
In Sum
The methods just described, which include preparation of the
set of seven reports on sales activity and development of marginal and net profit data by lines and cities has been in operation
in part or whole for the past several years and has proven very
effective in the proper control of selling and distributing costs.
While the plan has helped to reduce per unit costs of selling, it
has also served as a guide to the more important objective of increasing the volume of business — particularly more profitable
business.
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JOSEPH P. McNAMARA (The Tax Side of Pension Planning) is
Assistant General Counsel, Bridgeport Brass Co., Bridgeport, Conn., and
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Material Control System) are Manager and Assistant to the Manager, respectively, of the Production Control Department of the Television Receiver
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and has been with Cities Service Company or with one of its affiliates for
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THE COST FORUM
The Forecasting of Retail Sales
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
We all know that no business, large or small, can be expected to operate
very long unless management has some sound knowledge as to future prospects. Especially is this true in the retail business. Past experience should
be considered when preparing a forecast, but it is still very essential to
secure as much sound information as possible of the future.
However, such information should be factual in nature even if necessarily
of temporary exactitude. There is a never - ending tabulation of forecasts
and predictions of the future by economists and business leaders who have
at one time or another made a conjecture, such as predicting favorable activity "provided." Some of the conditioning factors have been that, (1) the
European recovery plan continues, (2) automobile production and housing
continue to climb, and (3) we are not faced with major strikes of consequential effect. Perhaps it is natural after reading comments of this "iffy"
type for business management to decide to turn to the crystal ball or rule of
thumb. For an example of predictions of this character, the following two
statements recently made by business executives may serve. In one of these,
an official of a large consumer goods business said, "No let up in demand for
second half ", speaking of the year 1950. Beside this statement was an article
written by an executive of a large bank which read in part, "While the immediate and short -term outlook for business is good, the next major movement in production and business activity is likely to be downward and, unless
the international situation should change the picture, a sagging tendency is
likely to develop, perhaps within the year." This could go on and on and
no one would be the wiser.
Now let us take a look at the accountant's responsibility with respect to
assisting management in its dilemma. He should be able to recognize and
portray fact and to indicate the span of their validity. The accountant
should prepare sales volume trend statements classified by types of merchandise, with complete analysis of all deviations from expected normal. Deviations are, in many instances, caused by local conditions not affected by
national or international affairs. Sales may have been favorable spasmodically as a result of special sales campaigns, holiday buying, seasonal changes
and /or many other causes which management should be familiar with when
reviewing sales trends reports. Also, unfavorable occurrences could have
been due to local labor unrest. The accountant must maintain current records
to reflect these fluctuations as they occur, together with memoranda of
known causes.
The accountant must also familiarize himself with the major factors
underlying our economy. In reviewing these underlying factors today, we
might perhaps assume that present economic conditions will be sustained for
the balance of this year if we consider:
1405
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(1) The housing demand, business and industrial expansion, and public
construction.
(2) Continuation of easy money rates.
(3) The present policy of deficit spending.
(4) Continuation of high consumer income.
(5) A good consumer market for automobiles and houses.
(6) The money being expended for major appliances, television, and
house furnishings.
(7) Backlog of orders and building up of heavy industry inventories as
an aftermath of the coal and steel strikes.
(8) The prospect of lower food prices.
(9) An election year.
However, it is true that there are likewise factors which could have an
adverse effect upon the future and these must also be considered. Some of
these factors are:
(1) Further demands of labor, with additional strikes and unrest in
major industries and local labor disputes.
(2) The farm commodities surplus.
(3) Reduction in E.C.A. money.
(4) Over - expansion of credit.
These considerations are applicable alike in all industries and the accountant must be intelligently aware of them and able to correlate possible effects
on the business in a practical way. This is especially the case in retailing.
In the retail merchandising business today, the buyer is purchasing very
close to delivery dates and on reduced budgets, hoping that it will be possible to get back into the market for more merchandise, if needed. If this
cannot be done, a few sales will be lost, a chance that must be taken when
operating on this basis. In staple merchandise, it is easier to operate on a
close basis. When it has to be done on style items, the buyer must take the
chance referred to because the majority of manufacturers of style items are
cutting only to orders received.
The experience for retail stores for 1949 and for 1950 to date indicates
that soft goods lines have been falling behind previous estimates while hard
goods such as furniture, major electrical appliances, television, radios, etc.,
have been responsible for holding up the sales volume. These facts should
be incorporated in the analysis of trends, by class of merchandise. Without
this information management may very easily make wrong decisions, relative
to buyer's budgets and maintenance of particular inventories, which would
prove very costly. In addition, changes in consumer buying habits must be
watched carefully. A very good example of changes in consumer buying
trends is that of the television set. Last summer television sets were selling
at a discount and merchants were quite skeptical of the outcome of their
business in this item, especially those who had a large inventory investment.
Now, these particular worries have proven needless and, in many cases, television sales this year for particular stores will make the difference between
going ahead or falling behind the forecast total sales volume.
To hand -to -mouth buying and shifting customer desires may be added the
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popularity and extent of credit selling. Before World War II, the average
retail business would not consider selling a major appliance item to a customer without a down payment and completion of payments within twenty four months. Today, credit has taken an unexpectedly dominating place in
the selling of merchandise and a merchant is often forced to extend easy
credit against his better judgment in order to be competitive. This increases
the credit manager's headaches, requires additional records and increased
office force, which narrows the margin of profit over -all. In retailing, you
have to prognosticate the future and then stay close to the situation daily
to be sure the prediction stays right.
The accountant can help. In retail merchandising, as in every other business, lie has definite responsibility. The president of the business, whether
he be the owner or is managing the business for others, is in need of assistance that can and should be furnished by the accountant . The fact- recognition fact - assembling and fact - evaluation talent is of especial importance in
the area of forecasting.
ORVILLE W. SCHANBACHER,Birmingham Chapter

Centralizing Accounting and Related Records Preparation
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
In general business operations there are two distinct types of activities in
the control and management section. These are the executive or action department and the service departments. The duties of the latter include making of all types of reports and the compiling of figures which are used by
management in getting results by direct action, in the solving of day to day
problems, and the meeting of emergencies as they arise. The action departments should be stripped as free from all types of clerical and figure work
as possible. Once this type of work is begun in any specific department outside of a general service department, it is very apt to mushroom into volume
quickly and to hamper the work of men who should be able to devote their
entire time in the fields for which their department was organized.
In our company, we have found that a central and accounting department
located in the home office can get information to branch office managers and,
through them, to men in the field much more economically than it can be
done in the individual branch offices. By the use of modern machines in the
central department, the problems that arise in the field can be answered much
more fully and quickly than they can be taken care of by the personnel in
the field sales offices. We strive continually to keep our district managers
free from any type of work which would tie them to their office and lessen
their contact with personnel and accounts in the field.
Aside from the production department, probably the general sales department is the one most apt to establish a separate accounting system, as its requirements for costing and general historical information, forecasting, etc.,
are much greater than those of most other departments. However, the tendency to keep separate records very often develops in departments such as
traffic, purchasing, personnel, tax, etc. The head of the accounting department should keep himself alerted at all times for changes in general eco-
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nomic and business conditions which would be likely to affect any of the
action departments of a company.
There are many advantages in concentrating all of the service work in
one department. Much duplication is eliminated in this manner. The discontinuance of many types of records when they have passed their age of
usefulness can be accomplished much more quickly under direct supervision
in one place. Permanent records can be built up to answer routine questions
promptly. New methods are installed only after careful thought and consideration as to their value to all concerned. In fact, a continual watching
of the "waste line" to prevent corpulence and over - expansion is practicable
only under a centralized system. The possibility of a clerk having only part
time work is eliminated or considerably lessened when all are under central
control instead of being spread around in the various company departments.
The multiplicity of Federal government regulations and the increasing
activities of local governments in the field of taxation make a carefully planned program of centralized accounting more and more important each
day. The records must be accurate and usable and, at the same time, the
cost of keeping them should be held to a minimum.
SEBERT SCHNUDER, Scranton Chapter
How Shall W e Charge Preventive Maintenance?
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin;
It has been the practice of many cost accountants to allocate the maintenance cost on certain pieces of equipment by either of two methods: (1)
on the horsepower or size of the equipment or (2) direct labor hours or
dollars, whichever is used in the general costing. Such practice is very often
wholly inaccurate and misleading.
After extensive time studies of preventive maintenance crews for large
pieces of equipment, it was found that a considerable factor in the maintenance cost was the fear of the severity of the effect of lost time due to
mechanical failures. As a result maintenance crews were maintained solely
for the purpose of minutely inspecting and repairing such equipment in
order that it might be able to operate on the next `on" shift without any
lost time in production hours. Obviously the allocating of maintenance cost
on either of the two factors mentioned above would not reflect this condition.
As an example, it was found that in two identical production departments
where five cranes were necessary for the full utilization of all man hours,
considerably more maintenance time was consumed by one department than
the other. One department had five cranes and the other had six. The department which had five cranes used a maintenance crew for the full eight
hours on the `off" shift to go over every inch of the cranes in order to
catch any defects or repairs which might mean a breakdown and the loss
of production hours. The department which had six cranes merely used a
maintenance crew for routine inspections and for a small part of an eight hour shift. The sixth crane was kept in reserve in case one of the other five
cranes should need maintenance. However, both departments were charged
with preventive maintenance on direct hours used in the operations, which
resulted in an equal charge.
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With respect to the use of horsepower for the basis of allocating maintenance costs, we again found that such a method was very inaccurate. It was
found that the controls on electric motors and equipment required more
maintenance than the motors for which the controls were used. It was
demonstrated that a ten- horsepower constant speed motor required only
twenty per cent as much maintenance as a ten- horsepower variable speed
motor. Therefore, rated horsepower turned out to be a very misleading basis
for determining the maintenance cost of the two motors as both motors
were charged with the same amount of expense.
It behooves all of us to examine our basis for allocating maintenance costs
to see if the problem is approached in a practical manner rather than to
continue to accept an arbitrary method in use.
W. H. K E M N , Chattanooga Chapter

Weighted Date For Comparison of Operations of Retail Stores
Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin.
When a company operates numerous retail stores, the question often arises
as to which manager is doing the best job. The time has come when we can
no longer look at the net profit as the lone factor to determine store standing. Let us not overlook the fact that a store's profit can be wiped out with
the accounts receivable reserve "to boot" if the accounts receivable are not
sound at the time of a downward economic trend. Losses on poorly managed inventories in a period of rapidly declining markets might be sufficient
to erase the profitable results of several prior months' operations.
Our store managers are cognizant of the fact that profits are their bread
and butter. However, they have not been inclined to acknowledge the vulnerable aspect that poorly chosen accounts receivable and high inventories play
in the overall operation of the company. To provide a means for the stores
ratings, we selected the four most essential factors from the financial statements of the store operations:
1. Profit
3. Accounts receivable
2. Sales volume
4. Inventory turnover
We recognize the fact that the stores have various capacities for volume
of business. Therefore, an important objective of our rating method is to
give every store manager an equal opportunity to be in first place, regardless
of the size of the store operated. To accomplish this purpose point values
have been established on a relative basis for each of the four factors, turning them into what we call relative factors. They are:
Profit —The relative factor on net profit is the percent of profit to gross
income. On this item, all stores are treated the same.
Sales volume —The relative factor on sales volume is the per cent of
sales to quota. The sales quota is established by averaging previous
sales over comparable periods, taking the human element into consideration.
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Accounts receivable —The relative factor on accounts receivable is the
per cent of accounts receivable based on sales. Obviously this is a
factor that should progress inversely. That is, the points are earned
by keeping the per cent of accounts receivable below the point of
ideal. An additional penalty for accounts receivable over a certain
age can easily be added to this factor when the management feels
that it is necessary to do so.
Inventory turnover —The relative factor on inventory turnover is the
ratio of inventory to cost of sales.
The next step, and a very important one, is to determine a point of ideal.
Presumably we have already established the point of ideal on sales by setting a quota. From past experience, we might determine that accounts
receivable should stay below fifty per cent of sales per month. As for inventory, one turnover per month is considered desirable. The point index is
set up as follows:
1. Profit: 50 points for each one -tenth of one per cent net profit, based
on gross income.
2. Sales volume: 50 points for each one per cent increase in sales over
quota.
3. Accounts receivable: 50 points for each one per cent below fifty
per cent of accounts receivable based on sales per month.
4. Turnover: 100 points for each one -tenth turn of inventory above
one per month.
When a loss occurs, when less than quota is sold, or when the point of
ideal is not attained in accounts receivable or in inventory turnover, then
negative points are calculated on the same basis as points earned for each
factor.
In summing up the procedure, we may take the following hypothetical
example:
of

of

profit % .sales
based on
to
sales
quota
Store No. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.017o
110%
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.0
112
89
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.5
4 ..............
5. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 ..............

4.3
5.1
9.4

7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.5
8 ..............

6.3

94

105
115
110
105

% of sales
to accounts
receivable
40%

Inventory
turnover
1.2

60

1.3

72
110

1.2
1.0
1.2

35
45
55
54

9
.9
1.1

When the points are applied to the above record, according to the point
index, we can prepare the following tabulation in order of the highest total
points earned:
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Retail Stores Division
Store Rating
For the Month of
1950
Accounts Inventory
Sales receivable turnover Total
Profit
4,550
200
1,100
750
1. S t or e No. 6 . . . .. . . . . . . . 4,700
4,400
300
500
600
2. S t or e No. 2 . . . .. . . . . . . . 4,000
4,200
200
500
500
3. Store No. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000
3,400
200
200
250
4. S t or e No. 8 . . . .. . . . . . . . 3,150
2,750
-03,000
500
5. S t or e No. 7 . . . .. . . . . . . . 5,250
2,650
100
250
250
6. Store No. 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,550
2,000
100
250
300
7. S t ore No. 4. . . . . .. . . . . . 2,150
1,350
100
750
550
8 . S t or e No. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,250
Analysis of the rating sheet will indicate that Store Number 7 realized
the best profit but this manager's accounts receivable are in terrible shape.
It can readily be seen that if it were not for his accounts receivable, he
would be in first place.
The stores rating sheet is mailed to each store manager monthly. Each
manager is supplied the basis of point calculations so that he may confirm
his figures if he chooses to do so. The points earned per month are cumulative for a year -to -date rating. These points are used as a tool for management, as a basis for contests, and last but not least, as a means to further
the competitive spirit born into a good manager.
Mna nxn B]FUER, Fort Wayne Chapter
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